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ABSTRACT
Statement of the Problem .
The main objective of this study was to examine the differential
learning effectiveness of silent versus sound 8mm single-concept film on
clinical laboratory procedures
.
Hypotheses .
1 . The mean score of the imitation of the tasks described in the film,
as judged by performance tests, will be significantly higher (p <\05) for
the sound film.
2. On the silent versus sound learning sequences, there will be
an aptitude-treatment interaction for learning from the silent or sound
presentations as determined by performance and cognitive factors tests.
Procedure and Method .
Two treatments , comparable super 8mm single-concept films, were
produced to teach operational skills of two different clinical laboratory
procedures. One, Tests for Hemoglobin in the Blood , was a silent film
with subtitles. The second, Urinalysis: Tests for Proteins , was a
magnetic striped sound film without subtitles. A third treatment, an audio
visual slide-tape presentation , Urinalysis. Reducing Substances , was
developed and used only for orientation purposes, a task operational
definition"
.
1
2The three treatments were set up, one each, in one unit each, of a
three unit carrel. The display units; projectors, speakers, and rear
view screens, were mounted to the back of each carrel. The materials and
apparatus necessary to perform the tasks of each respective treatment were
on a desk in the carrel. A chair was available.
Forty-six undergraduates at Lock Haven State College and Lycoming
College, Pennsylvania, participated in the study. They were randomly
assigned to one of two groups
.
The experimental design included two sets of independent variables.
1. Mode of presentation, which included the silent and sound
treatments
.
2 . Periods of post-tests , which included an immediate post-test
and a three to four day delayed post-test.
The dependent variables, criterion measures, were the summation
of scores obtained from check list performance tests.
Demographic data was collected and cognitive factors tests
(French et.al.) were administered. Subjects' preference toward the silent
and sound treatments was obtained by an eight-item questionnaire.
Subjects viewed the operational definition first, then were admin
istered the immediate and the delayed post-tests. Following exposure
to
this sequence, Group One was exposed to the silent treatment
sequence
followed by the sound treatment sequence; Group Two was exposed to
the
sound treatment sequence followed by the silent treatment
sequence. The
3effect was repeated measures. Each subject worked at the treatments
independently and were tested individually.
Results .
Three-way analysis of variance showed that:
1 . There was a statistical significant main effect between performance
on the silent and sound treatments (p <.001) in favor of the sound treatment.
2. There was no statistical significant main effect regarding order
of presentation
.
Tests of parallelism of regression showed a significant interaction
between the Identical Pictures II Cognitive Factors Test and the silent
sound criterion variables
.
According to an attitudinal survey, more than 60 per cent of the
respondents were in favor of sound single-concept film as a self-instructional
program in teaching the skills of clinical laboratory procedures and more
than 90 per cent felt that narration in place of subtitles reinforces
points
that subtitles alone do not make clear
.
Conclusions .
The major findings of this study seem to be congruent with the
"Cue Summation" theory; that multi-channel communications
which combines
related or relevant illustration will provide the greatest
gain and that there
is a statistically significant aptitude-treatment
interaction between some
4individual characteristics and the silent-sound treatments. This is to be
taken as support to continue investigation to find significant disordinal
interactions between alternative treatments and individual learning
characteristics. Perhaps, the problem is not a question of single versus
multiple-channel transmission, but that of how to improve multi-channel
communication
.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
I. Introduction
The value of 16mm instructional film as an effective tool in teaching
has been well established. Hoban and vanOrmer (1950)
,
Allen (1960)
,
Severin (1967) , and Liao (1969) have reviewed a large body of literature
and according to the literature, the effectiveness of 16mm instructional
film may be summarized as follows:
1 . Instructional films are as effective as comparable means
of instruction
.
2 . Good instructional film can be used alone to teach factural
information and simple skills .
3 . The commentary of a typical informational film teaches more
than the picture alone of the same film
.
(Commentary may
be either visuals, (subtitles) or narration) .
An aftermath of the popularity of 16mm instructional film has been
the development of a new format; 8mm Single-Concept Film, quite often a
continuous loop presentation.
8mm Single-Concept Film has been adopted by nearly every discipline
in education. However, research dealing with the effectiveness of Single-
Concept Film varies in content, style presentation and findings. One area
of research is directed towards the comparative effectiveness of single
1
2versus multiple channel presentation; i.e.
,
silent versus sound. It is
generally accepted that there are three modes for receiving information and
through which learning takes place. One mode is verbal
,
the spoken word,
which involves the auditory channel . A second mode is mental imagery
,
seeing, which involves the visual channel. The third mode is combined
,
a
mode of presentation and receiving of information which involves both the
auditory and visual channel. A review of the literature dealing with these
modes and their relative effectiveness leads one to conclude that the findings
are inclusive. They may be summarized as follows:
At present it appears that no definite theory or generalization can be
applied to the over-all situation. Early studies, Henneman and Long (1954)
,
Day and Beach (1950) , and more recently, Severin (1967) comparing the
visual, audio, and audiovisual presentations seem to indicate that combined
presentations, audiovisual, result in greater gain of the information when
tested by verbal tests. More recent research and review of recent studies,
VanMondfrans (1967) and Dwyer (1970) , seems to cast doubt about this early
research. This lack of consistent findings may be, in part, due to the
following:
1 . Using different modes of media without an understanding
of the possible interference between them.
2. Too often material was presented by two modes and the
testing of gain by one mode
.
33. Most of the studies or experiments on this problem used
nonsense syllables, words, or combinations of the two
which does not necessarily approximate the typical learning
situation
.
4. Many of the studies suffer from poor sampling, weak design,
lack of randomization, poor controls, little replication,
invalid and unreliable tests, and a host of other physical
factors
.
5. Many of the Single-Concept Films used in the studies were
"print downs" of longer films of larger formats.
6 . The studies did not take into consideration the individual
differences among those tested. Until only recently,
individual differences have been treated as annoyances
rather than a challenge to the experimenter
.
II. Objective of the Study
The main objective of this study is to examine the relative learning
effectiveness of silent and sound 8mm Single-Concept Films as self-
instructional teaching devices for teaching routine clinical laboratory
procedures
.
Related to this objective, two questions were asked:
1. Are the 8mm silent Single-Concept Films and the 8mm
sound Single-Concept Films equally effective as teaching-
learning tools?
2. Is there an aptitude treatment interaction, characteristics
and preferences of individuals, that change their
probability of success in a given treatment?
In order to find possible answers to these two questions, they will
be transformed into operational hypotheses
.
4III. Derivation of the Hypotheses
A. Initial Experience
. Up until 1967 the teaching of Routine Clinical
Laboratory Procedures by this author followed the conventional classroom-
laboratory, lecture-demonstration, and finally students doing procedures.
Then super 8mm silent with subtitle Single-Concept Films covering the
subject matter were introduced into the program to supplement the teaching-
learning situation.
Over a period of three semesters the films became intrinsic parts of
a modularized, auto-tutorial program. The following conclusions were
drawn from experiences and students' reactions:
1. Students were interested in self-instructional programs.
2. The initial silent with subtitle super 8mm Single-Concept
Films were good enough to supplement laboratory instruction, but it is
questionable if they can stand alone as self-instructional devices
.
3. Most students expressed the wish of having narration added
to the original silent versions. The narration, they felt, might help clarify
those points which the pictures and subtitles failed to communicate or which
were too ambiguous to follow
.
With this initial experience and interest in 8mm Single-Concept Film
as an auto-tutorial device, a more theoretical study of the differential
learning effectiveness of silent and sound Single-Concept film was begun.
5B . Derivation of the hypotheses
.
1. Broadbents (1964) model of Information Transmission demon-
strates that when the information processing capacity of the individual is
fully utilized, then his transmission system functions as a single channel.
Travers (1967) concluded that there is no evidence to support the assumption
that the transmission of information through more than one sense modelity
produces superior learning.
2. The principle of cue summation of learning predicts that
learning is increased as the number of cues is increased. Severin (1967)
predicted on the basis of previous findings and theories that multi-channel
communications which combines narration with related or relevant illustra-
tions will provide the greatest gain, because of the summation of cues
between channels
.
3 . Most studies to date have tested the effectiveness of changes
in the stimulus on learning, and to a point, this study is a replication of
such studies. However, it may be that differences in the respondents also
affect the information processing activity- (Aptitude-Treatment Interaction) .
Cronbach (1957) and Gagne (1964) have suggested that when dealing
with complex learning theory and when designing treatments or educational
material, attention to individual differences should be of high priority.
Snow (1969) has defined aptitude as any characteristic of the individual that
changes his probability of success in a given treatment.
6Hypotheses
Hypothesis I . The mean score of the imitation of the tasks described
in the film, as judged by performance tests, will be significantly higher,
(p < . 05)
,
for the Sound Super 8mm Single-Concept Film treatment.
This hypothesis follows from the studies from the "cue summation"
theory of learning and the controversy over any substantial conclusions
about single channel versus multiple channel transmission of information.
Hypothesis II . On the silent versus sound learning sequences, there
will be an aptitude-treatment interaction for learning from the silent or
sound presentations as determined by performance and Cognitive Factor
tests
.
This hypothesis follows the suggestion of Cronbach and Gagne; to
observe experimental effects of different characteristics and to conduct
investigation to find aptitude-treatment interaction, i.e., to find significant
disordinal interactions between alternative treatments and individual
variables
.
IV. Definitions
1 . Auto- (or Self-) Instruction: Implies an individually determined
rate of presentation and response that permits the student to proceed for an
appreciable time without the intervention of a teacher
.
72. Aptitude Treatment Interaction : A measure of individual character
istics; whereby one can relate psychological and physiological differences,
individual characteristics, preferences, etc. to instructional or research
treatment to obtain maximum achievement by all.
3 . Perceptual-Motor Act : The overt moving or manipulation of some
body part in response to a stimulus .
4. Stimulus : Any object or event-complex which occasions an
alteration in behavior
.
5. Response : Any stimulus occasioned act.
6 . Teaching : Any impersonal influence aimed at changing the ways
in which other persons can or will behave.
7. Learning : Learning may be conceived as a change due to
experience, in one's way of thinking, feeling, and acting.
8 . Single-Concept Film : A motion picture which deals with a
relatively small segment of subject matter and designed to accomplish a
particular purpose. They are usually of the 8mm size format.
A. Auditory Modality : The use of the spoken word for providing
the necessary description and/or explanatory data needed to support the
motion picture's visual images .
B. Visual Modality : The use of written captions (subtitles,
"supers") for providing the necessary descriptive and/or explanatory data
needed to support the pictorial content.
89 Cue Summation : The cue summation principle of learning theory
predicts that learning is increased as the number of available cues or
stimuli is increased.
10. Validity : The question or state of having a conclusion correctly
derived from premises
.
A. Internal Validity : . . .is the basic minimum without which any
experiment is uninterpretable . Did in fact the experimental treatment make
a difference in the specific experimental instance?
B. External Validity : Asks the question of generalization . To
what populations, settings, treatment variables, and measurement variables
can a specific effect be generalized? r
V
.
Educational Significance
With the advent of auto-tutorial instruction and modular programs
there has been a multi-fold increase in the use of Single-Concept Films in
nearly all disciplines in Education
.
This is particularly true in the Life and Allied-Health Sciences . In
the Life Sciences there has been a proliferation of 8mm Single-Concept Films;
dissection procedures, morphological descriptions, pictorial surveys, to
mention just a few areas . In Allied-Health there is also an abundance of
8mm Single-Concept Films. However, as pointed out before, many of these
films are "print downs" and do not fully satisfy the criteria of Single-Concept
9Films, that is, a film short in length, concentrating on and illustrating a
specific point and capable of immediate repetition whenever required and may
be self instructional. Besides, there are no Single-Concept Films directly
related to Routine Clinical Laboratory Procedures.
This study will deal with teaching methods, instruments, and media
of teaching. Programmed self-instruction will be the teaching method; Super
8mm silent and sound Single-Concept Films with rear projection units will
be the media and instruments of teaching; Two routine clinical laboratory
skills will be the subject matter for this study. The study will be concerned
with an investigation of an educationally orientated problem with the hope
that the results will benefit both the teaching and learning of clinical labora-
tory procedures and be incorporated into actual programs in various schools
and colleges.
It will be based upon the theory which sees learning as consisting of
the formation through experience of new connections between stimuli and
responses
.
The auditory sense is one of the most important channels for teaching
and learning. A review of the literature discloses that, no matter what the
difference is in the amount of learning, the auditory sense is the most
important for human teaching and learning, second only to the visual sense.
As for combined channels, an extensive review of the research related
to "Single and Multiple Channel Communications" Hartman (1962) concluded
10
that the comparisons of pictorial-verbal presentations with single channel
presentations strongly indicate advantage for the combination of channels"
.
While many research studies in the audiovisual field strongly indicate
an advantage for combined channels over a single channel, some psychol-
ogists, such as Broadbent and Travers, question this belief. According to
Travers (1966)
,
"In the case of multiple channel versus the single channel
transmission issue, what is commonly stated in textbooks is clearly wrong
and based on research which for many obvious reasons is clearly worthless"
.
Aside from the theoretically controversial issue of single versus
multi-channel transmission, there seems to be a common belief among many
audiovisual specialists that 8mm Single-Concept Films do not need sound
and should be silent. These same experts do not deny the need of sound;
that of the teacher's own description or commentary to accompany the
silent 8mm Single-Concept Film. Yet many students express a desire to
sound 8mm Single-Concept Films .
Another plausible explanation: Coffing, in an unpublished
conversation (1973) ... is that multiple channel presentation can be
productive for channel facilitated learners by either mode because through
intrachannel selectivity, preferential learning mode can be utilized without
channel redudancy involvements, ala, aptitude-treatment interaction.
The controversial and critical issue of multiple versus single channel
transmission on practical subject matter in the teaching of routine clinical
laboratory procedures will be tested. An attempt to determine whether the
11
preceptions of teachers and students about the effectiveness of 8mm silent
Single-Concept Film as compared to 8mm sound Single-Concept Film is
based on sound theory. This study intends to test for:
Differential Learning Effectiveness of Silent and Sound
Single-Concept Films on Clinical Laboratory Procedures
.
VI. Modes of Presentation
Stimulus Unit
Two modes of presentation will be used and compared
. The first
mode, Treatment A: Tests for Hemoglobin in Blood, will be a super 8mm
silent Single-Concept Film projected through a Kodak Ektographic 120
cartridge loaded projector and viewed through a "Telescreen" rear view
screen . All information and direction in this treatment will be gotten from
the pictorial content and subtitles
.
The second mode, Treatment B: Urinalysis-Tests for Proteins
,
will
be a super 8mm sound Single-Concept Film projected through a Kodak
Instamatic M100 sound projector and viewed through a "Telescreen" rear-
view screen . Magnetic sound strips will be used as the sound medium
.
No subtitles will be used . All information and direction in this treatment
will be gotten from the pictorial content and audio description
.
Although the content of the two treatments is different, they are
comparable in reference to amount of information that they contain and
degree of skill performance displayed.
12
A third mode, Pre Treatment: Urinalysis - Reducing Substances
,
a slide-tape presentation which combines both subtitles and narration to
supplement the pictorial content, will be used as a task operational definition:
i.e.
,
as a warm-up, a pre-experience, to introduce the respondents to the
kind of subject matter that they will be viewing and tasks that they will be
asked to imitate
.
Commercial super 8mm Single-Concept Films of the subject matter to
be viewed and performed were not available. As a result, "in-house",
local films will be used. The films used were produced according to
suggested guidelines for instructional 8mm Single-Concept Films.
Response Units
Tests for Hemoglobin in Blood
,
Treatment A, and Urinalysis-Tests
for Proteins
,
Treatment B
,
will be the response units. The procedure will
be as follows:
1. The subject will watch the presentation in its entirety.
2. Immediately after viewing the treatment, the subject will imitate
the tasks demonstrated in the film. The subject's degree of
achievement in accurately imitating the tasks will be measured
by a checklist rating scale.
3. After a delay of not less than three days and not more than four
days, the subject will repeat the tasks without benefit of another
viewing of the film. The subject's delayed retention of the
subject matter and procedures will be measured against the
checklist rating scale
.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF LITERATURE
I. Single Versus Multiple Channel Transmission
and Information Processing
Educators, designers and producers of hardware and software for
education have always had to be aware of the method by which information
is transmitted and received. Because of the characteristics of man as a
learner, attention has been focussed on the problem of visual and auditory
information transmission
. As Travers (1967) aptly pointed out, "The
results of such studies are of crucial importance to the design of audiovisual
materials"
.
A . Information processing :
There have been many studies dealing with man's perceptual and
information processing capacities. D. E. Broadbent suggests that man has
a limited capacity for information intake. As pointed out by Travers (1964)
,
many investigators, including Hsia (1971) concur: "The argument for one-
channel information procession systems is dominant over two-channel or
multiple channel systems" . Broadbent's theory deals with the question of
maximum capacity of the organism in the selective process of transmitted
information; with the effect of "shifting" between different channels during
selection of stimulus material, and the question of "distracting noise" by
13
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more relevant stimuli. In its original form, Broadbent's theory infers
affectors, a short-term storage bank, a selective filter, and a single channel
data utilization system for transfer of serial information into long-term
storage. A representation of Broadbent's basic model is shown in Figure 1
.
Brunswick's representation design (1952)
,
the lens model, is a more
comprehensive and dynamic representation of Broadbent's approach.
Through it, Brunswick seeks to characterize various aspects and foci of
perceptual and behavioral process . Cues relating to some stimulus variable
are available from the ecology as an array of projections on the individual's
sensorium. These are focussed to produce a central response. The correla-
tion between these initial and terminal variables expresses the functional
validity for that individual
.
There are many theorists who have serious doubts about Broadbent's
theory; that in its original form it is not flexible and pertains only to static
organisms, organisms that cannot make choices among stimuli. Sanders
(1963) feels that:
Whether or not simultaneous intake of material can take
place seems dependent on factors like categorical differences
of the signals, the use of effective stimuli, the degree of
temporal proximity and learning. All these factors—and
probably a number more that are still unknown-- are likely
to interact and the result of this interaction is decisive for
the question as to whether the functional boundary can be
overcome
.
EFFECTORS
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Figure
1,
Schematic
representation
of
Broadbent
'
s
model
of
the
perceptual
system.
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He goes on further to state:
The fact that in a certain category of situations auditory
and visual information cannot be processed together, does
not prove that we have to do with a -time consuming- shifting
of attention
.
Others feel that since information is variable, adjustment must be
made early during the intake process. Sokolov (1969) has developed a
paradigm which takes into account the variable nature of information.
The model provides an input control which permits the learner to make
choices of which stimulus he will select early in the perceptual exper-
ience. (See Figure 2
.) .
Miller, Galanter and Pribram (1960) developed a more physiologically
oriented approach. They relate selectively to new stimuli. The new per-
ceptions are compared to the predeveloped "plans" in storage and the out-
come is a new perceptual organization.
J. Mackworth (1971) has developed a model which combines the
steps in processing auditory, visual transmission, and eye movements.
The model assumes that despite the stimulus mode, there are duplicate
records and a retrieval system that can match through multi-stage feed-
backs the input to its record. Once the visual or auditory recognition is
made the image passes to a coding or matching system to short-term memory
onto long-term memory. (See Figure 3.) .
17
Figure
2
.
Structural
schema
for
the
orienting
reflex
(after
Sokolov,
1969)
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FIGURE 3 . J. Kackworth's Model for reading process. (1971)
Private communication.
Auditory
Feedback
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B • Relative efficiency of the auditory and visual transmission :
Henneman and Long (1954) have concluded after an extensive
review of the literature dealing with the relative efficiency of the auditory
and visual senses that:
1 . Visual sense for temporal discrimination is greater than
formerly thought.
2. Any difference between the two senses and data
presentation and processing is dependent upon experi-
mental conditions
.
3. The visual sense affords more redudancy than auditory.
Hartman (1961) generalizes:
An increase of learning with increasing information
provided by multiple channels will take place under certain
conditions: a) when redundant information is presented
simultaneously in print and audio channels, b) when the
additional cues are also present in the testing of the
information, c) when certain associations among informa-
tion units are facilitated by a cognitive relationship such
as the success of verbal label in improving the learning of
an ambiguous drawing
. The conditions governing these
facilitations relationships, however, are not presently
understood
.
Hsia (1961) argues that one-channel is dominant over two-channel or
multiple-channel systems for information processing but admits that mounting
support is developing for a multi-entrance mechanism; that between-channel
redundancy can reduce equivocation and error and that by manipulating
between-channel redundancy it appears possible to achieve high information
transfer
.
After a review of the literature and research conducted and summarized
by Severin (1967), vanMondfrans , Travers, and Pribram (1967) and other
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independent studies, there are some substantive questions that can be
raised in regard to their methodology and conclusions
.
One apparent weakness of many of the studies of multiple-sensory
communication is a failure to derive conceptual distinctions and logical
rationales to guide in the formulation of significant research questions
. One
concept that appears not to be clearly defined and thus results in apparent
confusion is a distinction between "modalities" and "channels". This has to
do with a distinction between the sensory modality involved in the trans-
mission of information and the coding system which characterizes the informa-
tion presentation.
Conway (1967) clarifies this:
Information may be presented through the print channel or the
audio channel. No attempt is made to distinguish the two, in
that the former involves the visual modality, and the latter, the
auditory modality, while it is verbal coding of information that
is common to both
.
C
. Sign type model :
Knowlton (1964) distinguishes between the sensory modalities
through which information is received and the types of "sign" vehicles are
described by Knowlton, iconic and digital . Both may be employed in
visual and auditory presentations . Conway used the following model to
illustrate the four physically distinct sign vehicles that have the potential
to envoke the same response disposition or concept (cow) in a given
individual
.
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Sensory Modality
Auditory Visual
Iconic The sound "moo" Line drawing of cow
Sign Type :
Digital The spoken word The printed word "cow"
"cow
"
Figure 4. Sign Type Model. Sensory Modality
Conway applied the above model to one of the substantive questions
related to previous studies of multiple sensory communication: redundant
versus related presentation, as follows: In the following model, the sign
types are the same while the number and nature of the sensory modalities
differ
.
Auditory Visual
Digital + Digital "redundant" pair
vs Digital
Digital vs
In the following model, it is the sensory modality that is constant
while the number and nature of the sign types vary.
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Visual Visual
Iconic + Digital "related" pair
vs Digital
Iconic vs
Conway summarizes the redundant-related questions:
It would appear that no physical similarity but equivalence
in referential function is the defining criterion for
"redundance" . It should follow, therefore, that the
combination of the two different sign types, whether they
are presented in the same or in different sense modalities,
defines a redundant presentation provided that they both
evoke the same concept. . . The crucial issue that the
above interpretation brings to light, is the failure to
recognize and make explicit the built-in assumptions about
sign learning which underlie certain operational procedures
manifestly adopted to distinguish between pictorial and verbal
stimuli
.
Conway concludes:
It appears that the failure to take cognizance of modality and
sign type differences in redundant and related combinations
permits ambiguity that may be carried over into the interpreta-
tion and experimental results .
Other apparent weaknesses of previous studies may be summarized
as follows:
1 . Few or no tests of significance were done.
2. Absence of control over such factors as time of exposure
to material to be learned. Subjects were tested after
presentation of the information to determine learning. The
tests may require recall immediately after exposure to the
material, or it may require subjects to be tested "shortly"
after exposure.
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3. Absence of control over selection of material to be learned:
material to be learned ranged from nonsense syllables through
paired associates of words and/or pictures, to complicated
perceptual-motor skills
.
4. Most of the studies were conducted in a static laboratory
environment that only roughly approximated the typical
presentation-learning environment
.
Aside from the theoretically controversial issues of single versus
multi-channel transmission, there seems to be a common belief among
audiovisual specialists that 8mm Single-Concept Films do not need sound
and should be silent. Sattin, M. D. (1965)
,
director of the Medical Division
of Esthern Films, Ltd., England, indicated that:
Of the 8mm film loop, because of its lack of sound, it is a poor
method of demonstrating why one undertakes a particular
technique or action. However, without doubt, it is probably
the best method of all for teaching practical techniques, in
fact, it is very much the "how" medium. . . . Because the
medium is silent, it is the lecturer's theories which are
propagated because he himself supplies the sound.
Many experts believe in silent Single-Concept Films that would
accompany the teachers own description while many students express a
desire for sound
.
II. Individual Differences in
Information Processing
Until recently, most studies have tested the effectiveness of changes
in the stimulus on information processing activity; however, it may be that
changes in the receiver also affect the processing activity. Cronbach (1957)
in his presidential address to the American Psychological Association,
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stressed the importance of a combined effort on the part of both the
experimental and correlational psychologists to deal with the variable-
individual differences. He went on further to say
. . . "ultimately, we
should design treatments not to fit the average person, but to fit groups of
students with particular aptitude patterns"
. Gagne (1964) states that in
respect to the study of complex learning, attention to individual differences
should be of high priority.
Aptitude-Treatment Interaction" is a relatively new area of study.
It is a measure of individual characteristics, a method whereby one can
relate psychological and physiological differences, individual characteristics,
preferrences
,
etc. to instructional or research treatment in order to obtain
maximum achievement by all. Cronbach and Snow (1969) define aptitude as
any characteristic of the individual that changes his probability of success
in a given treatment.
If a particular achievement level has been established, some students
will reach the level through one method of presentation while others will
achieve the level through another method of presentation. From this it may
be inferred that all students may reach the level prescribed provided there
is differentiated presentation methods appropriately assigned. An idealized
model is represented in Figure 5. (Caban, 1971) .
Educational
,
Educational
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III. Perceptual-Motor Learning from Films
Perceptual-motor learning is one of seven categories of learning as
classified by Melton (1964) . According to Fitts (1964)
,
"Living, moving and
behaving are almost synonymous terms
. Thus, the study of motor and
perceptual-motor skill learning is in a very real sense the study of a large
segment of the field of psychology."
A. Definitions
. Many researchers emphasize the term "skill" rather
than the terms motor or perceptual when referring to perceptual-motor skill.
Fitts (1964)
,
"by a skilled response I shall mean one in which
receptor-effector feedback processes are highly organized, both spatially
and temporally."
Fleishman (1966) referred to "skill" as "the level of proficiency on a
specific task or limited group of tasks
. As we use the term skill, it is task
oriented"
. Fleishman described the characteristics of skill as: most
skills involve some, a) spatial-temporal patterning, b) interaction of
responses with input and feedback processes, and c) learning."
Roshal (1949) defined "perceptual-motor act" as follows:
Perceptual-motor act refers to the overt moving or manipulation
of some body part in response to a stimulus. Thus, the following
of a moving object in a specified position are examples of
perceptual-motor act.
It is in this mode that perceptual-motor act will be used in this study.
B. Studies . McClusky and McClushy (1924) performed one of the
first studies to measure the effectiveness of teacher-demonstration.
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sterographys, slides, and film. Their findings indicated that teacher-
demonstration resulted in being most effective. However, since no measures
of statistical reliability of differences were reported, the practical signifi-
cance of the differences among the methods cannot be estimated
.
The "vanderMeer" study (1945) was one of the earliest extensive
studies of the influence of motion pictures on the learning of perceptual-
motor skills of the type required in modern industry and in the armed
services
.
The study concluded:
1 . Film group cut working time
—
2. Film group had fewer rejects—
3 . Film group gained more factual information—
In the late 1940's a series of studies were done that measured a
variety of variables: different versions of the same film, camera angles,
motion, participation, and modified commentary, Roshal (1948), Zuckerman
(1949)
,
and Jaspen (1950) .
1 • Camera angle—Subjective or performer's view was more
effective than objective view
.
2. Motion --Continuous motion was more effective than static
versions of the same film .
3. Participation-participation at the same time as the film is
being shown is effective only if the rate of development is
slow enough to permit the learners to view the film and
perform the task without too much loss of attention to either.
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4. Verbalization
-The level of verbalization has a significant
effect
. An average of 120 words per minute was most
e fective However, there was a difference of opinion as tothe effectiveness of commentary versus no commentary.
Rimland (1955) investigated several ways of employing repetition in
perceptual-motor learning by films
. Two conditions were studied:
(1) a brief practice session between two film demonstrations, (2) practice
the task during the film showing. The results showed that:
1
' ^
cticing a Perceptual-motor task between film presentations
did not prove to be an aid in learning.
2. Practicing while viewing a film was not an effective learning
3. Two presentations of the film did not result in more learning
than one showing.
These results are in agreement with Roshal's (1948)
,
and Jaspen's
(1950) findings that concurrent practice is effective only "if the rate of
development of the film is slow enough to permit the learners to view the
film and perform the task without too much loss of attention to either."
C. Summary
. The findings in the literature related to perceptual-
motor skill may be summarized as:
1
. Motor skills can be taught by means of film alone.
2. Subjective camera angles are more effective than objective
camera angles
.
3. The rate of development of a content demonstration film
should be slow enough so that the learner can grasp the
material as it is shown.
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4. Repetition of films, or parts of a film, is an effective
means of increasing learning.
5. Practicing a skill while it is presented on the screen is
effective only when the rate of development is slow
enough to permit the learner to practice without loss of
attention
.
6. Short sound films that may be continuous loops with stop
frame, variable speed, and reverse appear to be effective
aids in teaching perceptual-motor skills
.
Many educational institutions and individuals are becoming
increasingly interested in developing in-house productions of 8mm Single-
Concept Films for teaching perceptual-motor skills. However, there is
relatively little research in the area of the effectiveness of film and the
teaching of perceptual-motor skills
. More research is needed to validate
the findings thus far
.
IV. Teaching-Learning Climate
In laboratory teaching for the acquisition of knowledge and simple
skills the instructor must work with the same student handicaps as the
classroom teacher; the student with poor reading and/or writing skills or
the slow learner. But unlike the traditional classroom, in the laboratory
these same students may not have to acquire knowledge or skill by the
methods which are predicted on the assumption that the student must first
achieve a level of proficiency in liberal skills
. Verbal skills may be
essential to learning. Liberal skills may be merely manifestations of
performance, i.e., reading and writing. Reading and writing seem to
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facilitate learning but they may not be essential. Verbalization is thought
however, essential to learning. For example, to the extent that a mute
understands what he sees and imitates it, he verbalizes, he performs.
Learning from a demonstration is largely imitative learning, if
imitative learning may facilitate verbalization, then the use of Single-
Concept Films for demonstration may help the student to verbalize.
To be effective, a demonstration should be immediately followed by
practice. It has been shown that there is a direct relationship between
lapse of time after a demonstration and forgetting
. This is particularly
true with the slow learner. Mocoby and Sheffield (1965) have shown the
advantage for minimum delay after a demonstration by providing opportun-
ity for practice. In the laboratory it is not always possible for all students
to have immediate practice following the demonstration. This time lapse
may be a major factor in forgetting and thus perhaps underachievement
by some of the students
. Causes for underachievement must be explored
and rectified if the teaching-learning process is to be improved.
Amidon and Flanders (1967) and Tuckerman (1968) have pointed out
other obstacles to learning that are inherent in the dynamics of the group
and in the student-teacher interactions and the teaching-learning climate.
Cleaver (1968) points out that the use of Single-Concept Films may help
the slower learner to achieve a higher goal than might have been expected
.
Single-Concept Films are no panacea to the teaching-learning climate.
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However, little research has been done to investigate the relative effective-
ness of silent versus sound Single-Concept Films and the teaching-climate.
V
. Development of 8mm Film
A
-
£°™at and history of 8mm film. Modern motion picture film
is commercially available in various widths or “formats"
. There are three
different widths in common use today: 35mm for theatrical use; 16mm used
primarily for education; and 8mm for home movies and very recently for
education
.
Standard 8mm originated from 16mm film size. By perforating a
ribbon of 16mm with twice as many perforations and then slitting this ribbon
down the middle, 8mm film is obtained. This size film gives a projection
picture size of 4.3 x 3.3mm. This film format was introduced in 1927
(Tubbs, 1962) . Because of the size of the perforations, a large quantity of
the film surface is lost. For this reason the 20 percent greater area "M
format" was introduced by John Maurer in 1961
. Further modification of the
shape and size of the perforations has resulted in the new Super 8 format.
The outcome is a total gain of 1.5mm to an image of 4.3 x 5.5mm resulting in
a 50 percent greater picture area over the original standard 8mm, which,
in combination with improved emulsions, contributes a great deal to increased
definition. Like standard 8mm film. Super 8 film is perforated on only one
margin. The opposite margin of Super 8 film can be used for applying a
magnetic coating or an optical sound tract.
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Offenhauser (1962) reported that by 1934 "amateurs began to shift
from 16mm to 8mm, since the latter was less costly. (Roughly a quarter of
the film is required for the same screen time.) 11
During the 1950's teachers became more interested in 8mm film. The
reasons were: (1) 8mm film and equipment were less expensive than 16mm
and (2) teachers could produce films themselves to meet local needs. By
1960, both magnetic and optical sound projectors for Super 8mm film were
on the market (Nishimoto, 1965) .
There has been a proliferation of projector types to accommodate the
demands of the home movie maker and the educator. In 1961 Fairchild
introduced its AV 400 rear screen continuous projector and in 1964 its
Mark IV and V automatic cartridge loading projector systems. Technicolor
in 1966 introduced three Super 8 models
. In 1967 a two minute to twenty-six
minute cartridge-load rear-screen projector to accommodate Super 8
magnetic sound film was marketed. In the fall of 1968, Eastman Kodak
introduced its Kodak Ektagraphic MFS Projector. This projector features
a hand-held remote control unit that switches among three forward and
three reverse speeds or single-frame stills in conjunction with the
projector's normal speed, reverse motion, slow motion and stop action.
As 8mm film becomes more standardized and improved, amateurs and
professionals alike have begun to recognize the value of having their
materials available on 8mm film
. It is also becoming generally accepted that
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8mm film, especially Super 8, can do as professional a job as 16mm but at
a lower cost (Diamond and Collins, 1966) . Forsdale (1962) put it this way:
These developments spurred many of us to feel that the
emergence of 8mm sound film is one of the most important
events in educational media in the last thirty years, for it
should enable us, in time, to restructure the educational
film field to great advantage
.
B • Potentiality of 8mm film
. "Accessibility" is thought to be one
of the advantages of 8mm film compared to 16mm film for educational pur-
poses
. This is important and critical in the laboratory teaching situation
.
This is particularly evident where individual instruction and practice are
necessary, i.e., Clinical Laboratory Procedures. John Fisher, President
of Teachers College, Columbia University (1962) stressed this:
One of the great merits I see in the 8mm approach from a
consumer's view, is the possibility that a 7-or 8-year old
youngster, as well as a mature high school senior, might be
able to take the projector off into a corner to screen a film
when he needs it, just as he might pick up a book to find
something he needs at the moment.
This is one of the purposes of this project, to produce a series of
films to bring closer to realization individual instruction and practice
through use of an "accessible" demonstration.
8mm film may have potential for individualized programmed learning
and possibilities for teaching machines. Pioneer work in the area of
programmed learning was done in the field of Medicine. Dr. Huber, M.D.
(1965)
,
of Temple Unviersity School of Medicine emphasized:
With 8mm equipment it is possible to present considerations
of structure in a way which makes use of many of the
important principles of programmed learning and presents
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structure in a visual fashion with vprKai v t
With a definite amount of depth of perception"
°rCement and
West and Stickley (1965, of the department of Pharmacology, School
Of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle reported the promise of 8mm
film cartridge sound films for self-instruotion in pharmacology.
In considering the field of Single Concept Film in education, one can
divide it into two categories
. The first category is "pictures to look at"
,
which is all too familiar to teacher and student alike who have viewed
traditional educational films
. The second category is "pictures to use"
,
where the student is required to respond to the viewing by manifest action.
This study will deal in part with what Happe (1965) indicated as "the
new aspect of the use of film as an active teaching aid that will provide the
most interesting and fundamental development for educational research"
.
Nat Myers (1970)
, Director of Communications Products and Service,
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation predicted the future for
8mm film:
the n
^
Xt logical step wil1 be the extension of themm hardware of 1967 into hardware-software systems of evenWider application. This will be a step into automatic
—9 bY fU” f°r Cl°Sed Circult
' community antenna,and ocal television into dial access systems for instruction
all
” oriaatlon retlievaI' and perhaps, most important of, into education and instruction in the home.
-°cal production and utilisation. With the relative low cost of
8mm stock film and the easy-to-operate cameras, many educational institu-
tions are beginning in-house production and experimental utilization for
instruction
.
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Purdue University has a complete self-instructional botany laboratory
course utilizing in-house productions
. Arizona State University has
produced many 8mm silent Single-Concept Films for "how-to-do-it"
demonstrations of audiovisual equipment. Programs such as Biological
Science Curriculum Study (BSCS) rest heavily on silent Single-Concept
Film loops as part of a coordinated course of study. Nearly all of the films
used are products of in-house productions.
A review of the literature indicates that most of in-house productions
of 8mm format are silent Single-Concept Film loops
. However, whether
adding narration to the 8mm Single-Concept Film will or will not contribute
to learning, needs to be tested. That is one of the purposes of this study,
to compare the effectiveness of silent versus sound Single-Concept Film
loops of in-house vintage.
D
- Suggested guideline for instructional 8mm film production
.
From a review of the literature and personal experience, a guideline for
instructional 8mm film production is proposed as follows (adopted from
Liao, 1969):
1 • Selection of Subject Matter
--Take advantage of the
potentiality of the motion picture to show motion, time
lapse, slow motion, telescopic and microscopic views, and
to control timing of events and processes, to bridge space,
and to organize events and actions.
2. Audience
-Films should be made for specific audiences:
age, grade, and cultural background are some of the criteria
that should be kept in mind.
3 . Purpose
—What is the film supposed to accomnlish? Thgoal should be spelled out prior to production xlmind that content should meet instructional objectives
1"
The objectives should be within manageable limTts
4. Decide on a tentative title
.
changed after production.
The title may be
6 .
5
' is dependent upon avail-1 ty of equipment. Super 8 format has become morepopular than standard 8mm format.
|ii^f^Isus_So^ the picture do the talkinaWUh SOUnd only if necessary. In a film ihevisuals and commentary should reinforce each other.
SviThif Sr0M°U!d be l0n9 en0U*h t0 ‘he learning
o ,
' the objectives are too complex to be covered in aSingle-Concept Film, they should be broken down to severalsubconcepts and displayed in separate films.
~I™inM_D^havi£^ These are what the learner is expected
ta ™er
e
t
rS
and" m
a
i
^? °f ‘he fUm ' They shoald be speededm ove t easurable terms
.
Sractandlff ln order to achieve maximunaccuracy and effectiveness, thorough research on the subjectmatter and ways of presentation is essential.
10.
^
hooting Script
-Prepare a shooting script dictated by the
research ?h
V1°rS
' ™"iculum outllne
' and results of the. T is can be done by story-boarding.
8 .
9.
11 Cross Reference
-Cross reference sheets are essential to
Pr°Per COntent Wil1 be incl^ed in the film asd ctated by predetermined objectives, terminal behaviors
and curriculum outline.
12. Film Production
—
a. Camera angle-Camera angle can be divided into two
categories and should be decided on according to
audience role
.
(1) Objective camera angles are good for
showing what happens to the audience as observers
(2) Subjective camera angles are important for showing
students how to do something requiring their participa-
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b
.
Subject Size—Because of the small format of 8mm film
it is advisable to keep "long shots" to a minimum and
'
use close ups"
. Keep in mind that film can show more
and better than the eye can observe.
c. Lighting- Sufficient and even lighting is essential for
color film
. Care should be taken for lighting the extreme
close-up, lighting from side angle, rather than direct
lighting from the camera, is recommended.
d. Rate of Development The rate of development should be
slow enough to permit learners to grasp the material
presented
.
e. Repetition—Important concepts or sequences should be
repeated in various ways .
f
. Footage—How much footage to shoot for a particular scene?
Keep in mind that it is easier to shoot more film: different
angles, varieties of range, etc., while the scene is still
set up and discard excess footage during editing than it
is to go back and set up again. Film may be the least
expensive aspect of the production.
g. Editing A basic rule should be followed through all
editing process; that the camera original should never
be used for projection.
h. Commentary Avoid "packing" the sound track. About
110 to 140 words per minute has been reported to be the
optimum verbalization rate.
E. Summary
. Because of its accessibility, ease of operation,
flexibility
,
its increased motive for use, relative low cost for film, camera
and projector
,
many educational institutions and individuals are interested
in in-house production and experimental utilization of 8mm film for instruc-
tion. However, because of its relative newness, research is needed to
ensure that sound theory is developed and utilized properly, thus assuming
a greater contribution for the teaching-learning situation.
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VI
. Rating Methods
A. Definitions : Good (1963) defined "rating" as:
... an estimate, made according to some systematized procedure,
of the degree to which an individual person or thing possesses any
given characteristic; may be expressed qualitatively or quantita-
tively
.
"Rating scale" was defined by Good (1963) as:
... a device used in evaluating products, attitudes, or other
characteristics of instructors or learners. (The usual form is an
evaluation chart carrying suggestive points for checking
.
B . Criteria for Rating Scales
There are a number of criteria that one can use to judge rating scales
as measuring devices. Remmers (1963) suggested that the criteria of any
measuring instrument designated as a rating scale used in research on
teaching should include at least the following:
1. Objectivity. Use of the instrument should yield verifiable,
reproducible data not a function of the peculiar character-
istics of the rater.
2. Reliability. It should yield the same values within the limits
of allowable error, under the same set of conditions. . .
3. Sensitivity. It should yield as fine distinctions as are
typically made in communication about the object of investigation.
4. Validity. Its content. . . should be relevant to a defined area
of investigation and to some relevant behavioral science
construct. . .
5. Utility. It should efficiently yield information relevant to
contemporary theoretical and practical issues; i.e.
,
it should
not be so cumbersome and laborious as to preclude collection
of data at a reasonable rate.
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C. Forms of Rating Scales
Rating scales have been classified in various ways: by Guilford
(1954) into five broad categories: numerical, graphic, standard,
cumulated points, and forced-choice. Remmers (1963) has modified and
expanded Guilford's categorization as follows:
1. Numerical Rating Scales. While numerical rating scales have
appeared in many varieties, their graphic unity stems from
their having numbers assigned to the categories, usually on
an a priori basis
. . .
2. Graphic Rating Scale
. The graphic rating scale provides a
continuous straight line with cue or categories along the line
to guide the rater.
. .
3. Cumulated -Points Rating Scale. By this method, scales are
scored in the same way as psychological tests, usually one or
more perites
.
4. Check Lists. Lists of items of behavior to be checked according
to their occurrence or numbered in order of their occurrence are
extensively used not only in educational measurement but in
many other situations. As used in education, a check list
typically consists of a list of traits or behaviors, such as work
habits or skills, on which one checks those manifested by the
individual being considered.
5. Multiple-Choice Rating Scales (forms). The alternatives for each
item may be arranged in multiple-choice form and the choices
weighted a priori according to their "desirability" or degree of
representation of a specific dimension of teaching
. . .
6. Forced-Choice Rating Scale. The forced-choice rating scale is
not an a priori kind of scale but a psychologically scored instru-
ment requiring considerable experimental work for its
construction.
. .
In this study, a graphic rating scale was used to obtain the students'
attitude toward silent and sound Single-Concept Films as self-instructional
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devices. Check lists were developed for measuring the students' learning
from the self-instructional materials in terms of rating used in the present
study are reviewed in more detail below.
D. Construction and Evaluation of Graphic Rating Scales
Remmers (1963) made the following suggestions for constructing
graphic rating scales:
1. The line, whether horizontal or vertical, should be unbroken.
2. The line should be five or six inches long - - long enough to
allow indication of all the discrimination of which the reader
is capable.
. .
3. The direction of the lines should be the same; i.e.
,
the
socially desirable end should be the same for all the traits or
other objects to be rated.
4. If several objects are to be rated, the arrangement on the
page that favors rating all of them on one characteristic before
proceeding to another characteristic is best.
. .
5. ... for unsophisticated raters the "good" end of the line should
come first
. . .
6. Descriptive categories should be as near as possible to the
points of scale they describe.
7. The categories need not be equally spaced.
8. In other than machine scoring, a stencil divided into numbered
sections makes a convenient scoring device.
9. With segmented lines, Guilford (1954) recommends, "do not call
for any finer discrimination than will be used in scoring"
. . .
Guilford (1954) made the following comments as to the evaluation of
graphic scales:
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The virtues of graphic rating scales are many: their faults
are relatively few. Among the advantages frequently cited in
their favor are the facts that they are simple and easily admin-
istered; they are interesting and require little added motivation;
they are quickly filled out; and they do not require the rater to
bother with numbers. From the point of view of the investigator,
the graphic scale provides opportunity for as fine a discrimination
as that which the rater is capable and the fineness of scoring can
be as great as desired. As for disadvantages, there are none that
do not apply to most other types of scales, except for somewhat
greater labor of scoring in connection with some formats.
E- Construction and Evaluation of Check-List Rating Scale
Guilford (1954) makes the statement:
Checklist methods are conveniently applicable to the evaluation
of the performance of personnel in a job assignment. Where the
job is a complex activity involving a large number of minor subgoals
or routine operations that can be separately scored, the cumulation
of points for success is a natural approach to quantification. Where
based on actual observation rather than on memory or general
impression, and where success or failure is readily distinguishable,
the procedure becomes one of testing rather than rating
. The check-
list items may be in multiple-choice form rather than what is
essentially true-false form
. . .
As to the evaluation of check-list ratings, Guilford (1954) provided
the following observations:
Check-list instruments are relatively new and would seem to be
growing in favor. Their simplicity of administration is one of their
strongest points
. In terms of quantitative judgment they require
the minimum discrimination on the part of the raters.
. . Scoring is
also very easy. . . When the terms are of specific actions that are
observed by the rater, the check-list becomes essentially an achieve-
ment or proficiency test and its score has the status that would be
accorded to the type of measurement. There are a number of faults
in the check-list method, but many of them are easily remedied.
The procedure of asking the rater merely to check the items of
statements that apply is wide open to various kinds of response
biases. It would be much better to require the rater to make response
to every item
.
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In accordance with Guilford's above evaluation, the check-lists used
for this study were essentially a proficiency test for measuring the student's
learning on perceptual-motor skills
. The rater was required to make a
response to every item on the check-list.
F
. Constant Errors
The utilization or use of ratings depends upon the assumption that the
human observer is a good instrument of quantitative observation; that he is
objective and precise. His ratings are taken to represent something accurate
about certain aspects about the person being rated. However, one must be
aware of the weaknesses involved and the many sources of bias in those
judgments. There are constant errors encountered in ratings as identified
by Guilford ( 1954 ) :
1. The Error of Leniency.
. . raters tend to rate those whom they
know well, or in whom they are ego-involved, higher than
they should.
. .
2. The Error of Central Tendency.
. . raters hesitate to give
extreme judgements and thus tend to displace individuals in the
direction of the mean of the total group
. . .
3. Halo Effect.
. . one result of the halo effect is to force the
rating of any trait in the direction of the general impression
of the individuals rated and to that extent to make the ratings
of some traits less valid
. . .
4. A Logical Error in Rating. . . this error is due to the fact that
judges are likely to give similar ratings for traits that seem
logically related in the minds of the raters . . .
5. A Contrast Error. . . It is a tendency for a rater to rate others
in the opposite direction from himself in a trait.
. .
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- • • Adjacent traits on a rating form tend tointercorrelate higher than remote ones, their degree of actual
similarity being presumably equal.
7. Minimizing Errors by Trained Raters.
. . Various experiences
with ratings tend to show that the most effective methods forimproving ratings in many ways is to train raters carefully.
This also applies to the counteracting of constant errors.
G. General Evaluation of Rating Method:
Compared with other similar methods, such as pair comparisons or the
method of rank order, the rating-scale technique has certain advantages and
the results often compare favorably with more accurate methods. The
advantages of rating-scale methods are as follows:
1. Ratings require much less time than either pair comparisons
or ranking methods.
2. The procedure is more interesting to the observer.
3. Rating-scale methods have a wider range of application.
4. Rating-scale methods can be used with psychologically naive
raters who have had a minimum of training.
5. Rating-scale methods can be used with large numbers of
stimuli.
H . Summary
Different rating methods were briefly reviewed, with emphasis on
graphic and check-list rating scales since they will be used in this study.
The constant errors that may be encountered in ratings was discussed.
Finally, evaluation of rating methods, in general, were reviewed, it was
concluded that rating-scale methods have certain definite advantages and the
results often compare favorably with more accurate methods.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE, METHOD, AND MATERIALS
I. Outline of Experimental Procedure
Educational experimentation, for the purpose of this study, means a
scientific investigation where the investigator manipulates and controls one
or more independent variables. He then observes the influence of the
independent upon the dependent variable. There are a variety of experi-
mental design models which can be categorized into four major groups:
pre-experimental, true-experimental, quasi-experimental, and ex-post-
facto-experimental
.
In order to facilitate the selection of the experimental model for this
study, the following characteristics will be identified:
1
. A homogeneous population
2
. Independent variables
3. Dependent variables
4. Limited exposure and testing time and delayed testing
5. Subject content not included in the population's program of
study
.
With these characteristics in mind, the true-experimental design,
Post-Test only, will be selected. The basic elements of this design will be:
(1) randomization, (2) cognitive factor test, (3) treatment, (4) immediate
post-test, (5) delayed post-test, and (6) attitudinal questionnaire. A model
of this design is presented in Figure 6.
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II
. Operational Definition
The two major purposes of this study was to determine whether there
is a differential learning effectiveness of silent versus sound single-concept
films on clinical laboratory procedures and to determine whether there is
an aptitude-treatment interaction for learning from silent or sound modes of
presentation
.
In order to facilitate this study, a third presentation, a pre-treatment
labeled "operational definition", a slide-tape combined visual-audio mode,
was administered to all subjects.
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups. The
sequence of viewing was: the subjects from both groups were first, exposed
to the pre-treatment, the operational definition followed by subjects of
Group I being exposed to the silent treatment sequence then the sound
treatment sequence. Group II subjects were exposed to the sound treatment
sequence followed by the silent treatment sequence. The effect was
repeated measures
.
The purpose of the pre-treatment was to: acquaint the subjects
with the experimental procedure, familiarize them with the apparatus that
they will be using to perform the tasks of the silent and sound treatments,
and to acquaint the subjects with the subject matter content which is not
included in the populations' programs of study.
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III
. Experimental Design
A. Population Description
.
Forty-six undergraduate students, male and female, majoring in
two disciplines at Lock Haven State College and Lycoming College, Pennsyl-
vania, participated as the population for this study. The students volunteered
to participate during the spring semester of 1973 in the experiment without
any reward
.
(The general research strategy of this study requires that the
sample used make possible the chance of failure of the hypothesis. Since
the sample was not chosen specifically because it would support the hypothesis
as not proven false, it was felt that it was an appropriate sample)
. Each
subject was randomly assigned to one of the two groups
.
B
- Experimental Hypothesis and Variables
As stated in Chapter I, the experimental hypotheses for this study
are:
1. The group of subjects viewing the sound super 8mm single-
concept film descriptive modality will have a significantly higher mean
score (p .05) , than the group viewing the silent super 8mm single-concept
film as determined by the immediate tasks described by the films and judged
by a performance evaluation test.
2. On the silent versus sound learning sequence, there will be an
aptitude treatment interaction between learning from the silent or sound
representations as determined by cognitive factors and performance tests.
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^?bles - ' -Four classifications of variables were involved in this
study: Personal Data
.
Aptitude-Achievement Factors
. Associative Learning
^sures - and Altitudinal Questions. These variables will be used in an
attempt to determine whether they will have any explanation of variance
ability with regard to the subject's success with the silent or sound learning
tasks. (Seepage for summary of variables)
1 . Personal Data. This set of variables included eight measures:
Age, Sex, Race, Education, Major, Color Blind, User of Eye Glasses, and
Hearing Defects.
Aptitude-Achievement Factors
. All subjects were administered
nine tests for cognitive factors taken from the Educational Testing Services
test kit (French, Ekstrom, and Price, 1963) . The tests used were the
following: Cf-1, Hidden Figures Test; Le-1, Estimation of Length Test;
Ms-1, Auditory Number Span Test; Ms-2, Digit Span-Visual; P-3, Identical
Pictures Test; S-2, Cube Comparison Test; Ss-1, Mazi Tracing Speed Test;
V-3, Extended Range Vocabulary Test; and Vz-2, Paper Folding Test; six
two-part and three single test.
These tests are suggested for use in factorial studies where
representation is desired for any of the above named aptitude or achieve-
ment factors. It is intended that use of these tests for the above purpose
will facilitate interpretation and the confident comparison of one factor study
with another. The usual reliability, norming, validity, or other information
ordinarily expected with a series of tests have not been included inasmuch
as these tests are suggested for the single purpose of factorial research.
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The aptitude tests were administered prior to each initial exposure
to each of the three treatments: Ss-1, P-3, and Cf-1 in the first initial
sessions; Le-1, Ms-2, S-2, in the initial sessions of the second treatment
and Ms-1, Vz-3, V-3 in the initial session of the third session. Each testing
session took approximately 30 minutes
. The tests were monitored and timed
.
Since each group of tests was administered on an individual basis, as was
each session of each treatment, there was no control problem in respect to
distractions
. Since testing was administered before the initial exposure of
each treatment, it could be argued that it could potentially influence the
experimental results. But, because of dissimilarity of content and procedure,
this possibility is minimized.
Aptitide Measures
. The aptitudes or achievement factors chosen
from this kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors (French et.al.
, 1963)
were as follows:
1 • cf_1 / Hidden Figures Test
. This test involves the ability to
keep one or more definite configurations in mind so as to make identification
in spite of perceptual distractions
. The particular task is to decide which
of 5 geometrical figures is embedded in a complex pattern.
2. Le-1, Estimation of Length Test . This test involves the
ability to judge and compare visually perceived distances on paper and
involves distance perception in two dimensions
. The particular task is to
compare lines i to H inches in length oriented in different directions with a
set of 5 pairs of companion lines . The test lines may be as long as or twice
as long as the companion lines
.
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3 • Ms_1
'
Auditory Number Span Test
. This test is part of a
group of tests thought to define the ability to recall perfectly for immediate
reproduction a series of items, in this case, a series of numbers read out loud.
4 ‘ Ms-2
'
Dig it Span-Visual
. The items in this test are parallel
with those for Ms-1, but they are presented by having each digit printed on a
large card and exposing one digit per second for the examinees to see.
5
-
P "3
' Identical Pictures Test
. This test is part of a group
thought to define perceptual speed; speed in finding figures, making compari-
sons, and carrying out other very simple tests involving visual perception.
In this case, the task is especially concerned with evaluating speed of novel
form discrimination.
6- S-2, Cube Comparison Test
. This test involves the ability
to perceive spatial patterns or to maintain orientation with respect to objects
in space. Adapted from Thurstone's Cubes (1951) .
7. Ss-1, Maze Tracing Speed Test . This test involves speed in
visually exploring a wide or complicated spatial field. In this particular
test, finding one's way through a paper maze requiring ability to scan the
field quickly for openings, following paths with the eye, and quickly rejecting
false leads.
8. V-3, Extended Range Vocabulary Test . This test is part of a
group testing verbal comprehension, the ability to understand the English
language. This particular test is a 5-choice synonym test having items
ranging from very easy to very difficult.
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9. Vz-2, Paper Folding Test
. One of several tests to define
one s ability to manipulate or transform the image of spatial patterns into
other visual arrangements
.
Tests Le-1, P-3, S-2, Ss-1, V-3, and Vz-2 were made up of two
parts, the other three were made up of one part. For the purpose of this
experiment, each part was considered separately. Thus, there were a total
of 15 aptitude measures derived from the kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive
Factors
.
3. Attitudinal Survey
. The student's attitude toward the silent
and sound 8mm single-concept film treatments was obtained by an eight-item
questionnaire. The questionnaire was much like the one designed by Liao
(1969) and done according to the technique described by Guilford (1954) and
Remmers (1963) . The questionnaire took the form of a graphic rating scale.
All items except the last one, which was reserved for any further comments,
provides a continuous straight line with five categories along the line to guide
the student. The socially desirable end (strongly agree) was placed on the
side, rather than alternated randomly from one line to the next. The "good"
end (strongly agree) of the line was first (left side) because most people
like to think of the "good" qualities first.
The administrative procedures were as follows:
All subjects participated in all treatments and answered the question-
naire immediately after the delayed post-test of their last encounter. Thus,
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each subject had experience in using both silent and sound 8mm films.
Each student worked with the treatments individually and answered the
questionnaire independently. (See Appendix A for the text of the question-
naire)
.
4* Associative Learning Measures
. The objectives of the 8mm single-
concept films were to teach the operational skills of Tests for Hemoglobin
in Blood and Urinalysis - Tests for Proteins
. Thus, the testing device
should be able to measure the overt performance skills
.
a. Testing Device. Because the terminal behaviors for each test
were specified in terms of observable action, they were used as the check
list for each test respectively
. The check lists were developed by a panel of
experienced teachers of the subject matter in cooperation with this experi-
menter as criteria in evaluating the student's performance. There were 31
items in the check list for the Test for Hemoglobin in Blood
. One point
was given for successfully completed items for a total of 31 points. There
were 33 items in the check list for Urinalysis - Tests for Proteins
. One point
was given for successfully completing each item, totaling 33 points. (See
Appendix B and C) . The score the student obtained was a sum of the steps
missed or done incorrectly, subtracted from the total number of steps
completed within a reasonable time
.
Pre-treatment - Operational Definition . There were 28 items in the
checklist for Treatment C, the slide-tape presentation - Tests for Reducing
Substances in the Urine, the presentation used as the operational definition
.
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One point was given for successfully completing each item, for a total of
28 points. (See Appendix D)
.
b. Scoring. In order to minimize bias or inconsistency in scoring,
that could result from having two or more scorers, only one scorer was used
throughout the entire testing period for all testing situations
.
IV. Experimental Procedure
In this section, a detailed procedure of developing Treatments A, B,
and the Pre-treatment, the physical environment in which testing took place,
and procedure of carrying out the data collection, will be discussed.
A. Developing Treatments . In this study, two modes or presentations
were used as self-instructional treatments to teach operational procedures of
Tests for Hemoglobin in Blood and Urinalysis, Tests for Proteins . One mode
of presentation was a silent single-concept film; i.e.
,
a silent film employing
written captions (subtitles, supers) for providing the necessary descriptions
and/or explanatory data needed to support the pictorial content, Treatment A.
The second mode was a sound single-concept film; i.e.
,
a film employing the
spoken word, with no subtitles, for providing the necessary description
and/or explanatory data needed to support the visual images, Treatment B.
A third presentation, Pre-Treatment, Urinalysis: Reducing Substances ,
a slide-tape mode combining subtitled with audio, was administered as an
operational definition
.
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The three treatments were produced locally according to the principles
and procedures of programmed instruction. The procedures and steps for
developing the treatments included decision of subject content, specifying
terminal behaviors, research on reference materials, film production, and,
finally, the preparation of the varied treatments.
1 . Subject Content and Curriculum Outline
The subject content of the 8mm single-concept film of Treatment A
and B and the slide-tape of the Pre-treatment was specified in terms of curri-
culum outlines. The curriculum outline sets the scope (what to be included
or excluded) for the programs . Since the objectives of Treatments A, B,
and the Pre-treatment for this study were to teach operational skills of
Tests for Hemoglobin in the Blood, Urinalysis - Tests for Proteins
,
and
Urinalysis: Reducing Substances
,
respectively, only information absolutely
necessary for the operational procedures of these tests was included in the
programs. The information related to preparation of materials, maintenance
of equipment, and interpretation of findings were excluded from this study.
(See Appendices E, F, G for the details of the curriculum outlines) .
2. Terminal Behavior
According to Taber et al . (1965) , terminal behavior comprises the
specified final set of accomplishments with which the student is to leave the
instructional course. The terminal behaviors for the programs used in this
study were specified item by item according to the curriculum outlines in
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terms of observable overt actions of the students . All steps necessary for
operational performance of Tests for Hemoglobin in Blood, Urinalysis - Tests
for Proteins, and Urinalysis: Reducing Substances were included in the
terminal behaviors . These terminal behaviors were used in the check lists to
evaluate the performance of each subject.
3 . Main Sources of Reference
The following materials were used as the main sources of reference
in preparing the curriculum outlines and terminal behaviors for the treatments
Movies with a Purpose : A Teacher's Guide to Planning and
Producing Super 8 Movies for Classroom Use. Rochester,
New York, Eastman Kodak Company, 1968.
Mercer, John, An Introduction to Cinematography . Stipes
Publishing Company, Champaign, Illinois, 1969.
Davidson and Bernard, ed . , Todd and Sanford: Clinical
Diagnosis by Laboratory Methods . 14th ed. Saunders,
Philadelphia, 1969.
Bauer
,
et al
. ,
Brays Clinical Laboratory Methods , 7th ed .
,
Mosby, St. Louis, 1968.
Kolmer
,
et al
. ,
Approved Laboratory Techniques , 5th ed .
,
Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 1951.
4. Film Production
There were no 8mm single-concept films on Routine Clinical
Laboratory Procedures until 1967 when a series of 10 locally produced silent
single-concept films were produced to supplement the teaching-learning
situation in courses of Routine Clinical Laboratory Procedures. Over a
period of three academic semesters the original versions of the films became
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intrinsic parts of a modularized, auto-tutorial program for clinical laboratory
procedures
.
In 1970, under the sponsorship of Harper and Row Publishers,
New York, a series of 26 silent single-concept films were produced for routine
clinical laboratory procedures. The Harper and Row series is the only
commercially available series of single-concept films on Routine Clinical
Laboratory Procedures
. It is from this series that Treatments A, B, and the
Pre-treatment were developed
.
5. Preparation of Treatments
a . Treatment A - Tests for Hemoblobin in the Blood
.
This treatment is the same as the commercially available film; silent, with
subtitles . Nothing has been either added or deleted from the original version
.
It runs for 3 minutes, 37 seconds. It demonstrates two separate tests;
Sahli-Hellige Test and Photo-electric Colorimetry Quantitative Test. (See
Appendix H for script of Treatment A) .
b. Treatment B - Urinalysis - Tests for Proteins.
This treatment was modified from the original, silent with subtitles, version.
This treatment has the same pictorial content as the original, commercially
available version . The subtitles have been deleted and a magnetic sound
strip and narration had been added.
Dubs were made from the original 16mm A,B, and C rolls.
A 16mm answer print of only the A and B rolls was made (the C roll contained
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all subtitles)
. A final super 8mm reduced print was made from the 16mm
answer print. The super 8mm final print was then magnetically striped and
narration was added
. Treatment B runs for 3 minutes and 34 seconds
. It
demonstrates 3 separate tests: screening test-Dip stick, Heat and Acid Test,
and Quantitative Test - Exton's Test. (See Appendix I for script of Treatment
B).
c. Pre-treatment - Urinalysis: Reducing Substances
.
This treatment is a slide-tape presentation with combined subtitles and
narration. It was used as an operational definition for this study . It
demonstrates three separate tests: Screening test - Dip stick, Benedicts
Test (Quantitative)
,
and Lang's Test for Ketones.
The first test, Screening test - Dip stick, was made up of
eleven original slides taken locally with a Honeywell Spotmatic Penta 35mm
single reflex camera. There are no subtitles; narration provides the neces-
sary description and/or explanatory data needed to support the visual images.
The second and third tests, Benedicts Test (Quantitative) and
Lang's Test for Ketones, were made up of eight and ten slides respectively.
The slides were made by copying single frame shots from the commercially
available Harper and Row series of single-concept films on Routine Clinical
Laboratory Procedures . For these two tests , subtitles and narration were
employed to provide the necessary descriptive and/or explanatory data needed
to support the pictorial content. Narration was provided by a cassette tape.
(See Appendix J for script of the Pre-treatment) .
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B . The Physical Environment
. The experimental laboratory was set
up in the back of one of the less frequently used classrooms of the Educational
Communications and Technology Department of Lock Haven State College.
This classroom was adjacent to the experimenter's office. The few classes
that were normally scheduled for that particular classroom were rescheduled
for other rooms. In essense, the study was able to proceed throughout its
eight week duration virtually undisturbed
.
The three treatments were set up, one each, in one unit each, of a
three unit carrel. The three unit carrel was placed in such a manner so that
the subjects had to sit with their backs to the classroom. Thus, any possible
distraction from other activities in the classroom was minimal.
The basic configuration of each carrel was the same. Each was closed
in on three sides with acoustic tile board mounted on a desk-high table. The
working space was 4 feet by 2 feet; more than adequate space to perform the
required tasks. Each carrel had two 8" x 10" holes in it, one above the other
at eye level, through the front wall, the wall facing the subject. The lower
hole supported an 8" x 10" "teleview" rear projection screen. The upper
hole supported a speaker unit. Attached to the back side of the front wall was
a shelf which served to support the respective projector necessary for each
treatment. The materials and apparatus necessary to perform the tasks of
each respective treatment was on the table in the carrels. A chair was placed
in each carrel for the subject to sit on while viewing the treatment presenta-
tion and if they chose
,
to sit on while performing the tasks during the Per-
formance Evaluation Test Periods. (See Figure 7 and 8) (See Appendices AA,
BB, CC, DD)
.
FIGURE 7. Carrel Set Up (Front view)
FIGURE 8. Carrel Set Up (Top view)
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C . Data Collection Procedure
.
1 . Orientation - Prior to any subject committing themselves to
the testing sequence, they were oriented to the study; sequence of events
throughout the study, purpose and justification of the study, and time commit-
ment. The purpose of this orientation was to cut to a minimum the number of
subjects not completing the testing sequence.
2. Administrative procedure - When reporting to the laboratory,
the first subject was assigned number 101. Subsequent subjects were assigned
succeeding numbers. The odd numbered subjects were designated as Group I.
The even numbered subjects were designated as Group II. Before entering
into the first testing sequence, each subject filled out the "Identification"
portion of a Subject Data Sheet (See Appendix K) .
Upon completing the "Identification" portion of the Subject Data
Sheet
,
the subject was administered the first series of cognitive factors tests,
(Ss-1
,
P-3, and Cf-1) . When the cognitive factors tests were completed,
the Pre-treatment was viewed, followed by an immediate performance test.
After taking the immediate post associative learning test, the subject was
scheduled for the delayed post test of the Pre-treatment. The delayed post
test was scheduled for no less than three days or no more than four days after
the viewing of the treatment. Scheduling for the next sequence, Treatment A
for Group I designees, Treatment B for Group II designees, was done after
the Pre-treatment sequence was completed
.
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All subjects of both groups were exposed to the Pre-treatment
sequence, the operational definition, before entering into their second treat-
ment sequence
.
The second treatment sequence followed the same pattern as the first
sequence; cognitive factors tests (Le-1, Ms-3, and S-2)
,
the viewing of
Treatment A for Group I designees (Treatment B for Group II designees)
,
taking the immediate post performance test followed by a three to four day
delayed performance test, and scheduling for the next and last sequence.
The third treatment sequence followed somewhat the same pattern
as the first two; cognitive factors tests (Ms-1, Vx-3, and V-3)
,
the viewing
of Treatment B for Group I designees (Treatment A for Group II designees)
,
taking an immediate post test followed by a three to four day delayed test.
Upon completion of the delayed post-test of the third sequence, the Attitudinal
Questionnaire was administered
.
All subjects participated in all treatment sequences and answered
the attitudinal questionnaire. Each subject worked at the treatments inde-
pendently and were tested individually. Only one scorer was used throughout
the entire testing period for all testing situations
.
V . Validity
According to Strauss (1969) , "Much research in Education is of poor
quality". He reports, .... "that of 125 research articles published in 1962,
a panel of 166 authorities concluded that only 19 percent would have been
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accepted by them for publication". Wandt, Edwin, et d. (1967) also expressed
the opinion that since 1962, no significant change had occurred in quality.
Goffing (1972)
,
in an unpublished lecture, emphatically agreed.
There are good reasons for this present state of affairs
. Foremost is
that research dealing with Educational problems involves a multitude of
variables, known and unknown, few of which can be isolated, regulated or
controlled. In experimentation, variables are manipulated and their effect
upon other variables are observed. All experiments need to be replicated
and cross validated at other times and under other conditions before they can
become an established part of science and before they can be theoretically
interpreted with confidence. Several of the important factors essential to
replication and cross validation is the securing of adequate and proper data
and the solving of the problems of extraneous variables and threats to validity.
Many authorities have through the years written extensively about
research in Education . W. A. McCall (1923) stated, "There are excellent books
and courses of instruction dealing with the statistical manipulation of experi-
mental data, but there is little help to be found on the methods of securing
adequate and proper data to which to apply statistical procedure" . Good and
Scates (1954) , have shown that there is a wave of pessimism, dating back to
1935, and have suggested that . . . ."the direct contributions from controlled
experimentation have been disappointing"
.
More recently, authorities such as Brunswick (see Snow, 1968) ,
Bracht and Glass (1968) , Campbell (1957) , Stanley (1955) , and others have
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studied and written extensively about the total problem of research in Educa-
tion in respect to its designs
,
procedures and validities
. Independently and
collectively, they have published a body of material that can aid the researcher
in designing experimental procedures that will allow for the securing of
adequate and proper data, assist in solving the problems of extraneous
variables and treat threats to validity.
There are many factors that jeopardize the validity of the findings of
experimental research. Basic to their understanding is a distinction between
internal validity and external validity
. Internal validity deals with whether
the results have any valuable information for the population used . External
validity deals with generalizations; to what extent can the findings be
generalized? Both criteria are important and should be employed whenever
possible. However, they may be at odds in that features increasing one may
jeopardize the other. While factors that jeopardize internal validity, depend-
ing upon the experimental design employed, can be minimized or completely
done away with so as to leave no question as to internal validity, problems
dealing with external validity, like the question of inductive inference, can
never be totally solved so as to be unquestionable.
The design of this study; random selection, "rotation experiments",
post-tests only, hopes to meet many of the criteria set forth by Campbell
and Stanley (1963) as means of controlling factors, jeopardizing both internal
and external validity
.
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Equivalent groups can be achieved by randomization. This is the most
adequate, all purpose assurance of lack of bias and thereby, within the
limits of confidence stated by tests of significance, negates the need for
pretests
. The elimination of pretests minimizes many of the psychological
pressures that may influence subjects in different ways to differing degrees
and thereby threaten the validity of the study.
Following are the twelve factors set forth by Campbell and Stanley
(1962) with definitions of validity followed with statements of how this study
meets them.
Relevant to internal validity:
1. History
,
the specific events occurring between measurements in
addition to the experimental variable. Controlled insofar as general histori-
cal events that may have produced a difference in group one would also produce
the same difference in group two. This is so because both groups were run
simultaneously over the same eight week period of testing time. However,
because none of the subjects were ever tested together in any single session,
intrasession history could not be controlled. However, to a degree, the
typical experiment employing randomization does achieve some control of
intrasession history through testing subjects individually and randomly to
experimental conditions. Such was the case in this study.
2. Maturation
,
process within the respondents operating as a function
of the passage of time . Controlled in that they are manifested equally in both
experimental groups.
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3 . Testing
,
the effects of taking a test upon the scores of a second
testing. Again, controlled in that any test-retest gain or loss is equally
distributed in both groups
.
4* Instrumentation
,
in which changes in the calibration of a measuring
instrument on changes in the observer or scorers used may produce changes
in the obtained measurements
. Can be easily controlled where the conditions
for the controls of intrasession history are met, particularly when the
observations are achieved by subject response to a fixed instrument
. Also,
the fewer the number of instruments and/or observers, the more control.
One and the same observer was used throughout the experimental procedure
of this study and therefore, eliminated bias for unequitable scoring. The
possibility of fatigue as a factor in a single scorer's judgment was controlled
by the use of fixed instrumentation - the terminal behaviors for each test
were specified in terms of observable action. They were used as the check
list for the measuring instrument.
5. Statistical regression
,
operating where groups have been selected
on the basis of their extreme scores . Controlled as far as mean differences
are concerned; no matter how extreme the pool is on test scores, if all groups
are randomly assigned from the same pool, then the groups are equal and
each group will regress as much as any other.
6. Selection
,
biases resulting in differential recruitment of respondents
for the comparison groups. Ruled out as an explanation of any differences
between the two groups to the extent that randomization has assured group
equality.
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^ Experimental mortality
,
or differential loss of respondents from
the comparison groups
. Usually results because of extended total testing
duration weeks or months, or because of large populations. Can be
minimized if testing is done on an individual basis where experimental
conditions do not require attendance of group sessions, and if loss to one group
is matched by equal shrinking to all other groups by randomization.
The total experimental period of this study was eight weeks with a
maximum duration of eighteen days for any one subject. There were no group
session periods. The final number of subjects randomly selected out of the
total pool was forty-eight, randomly assigned to the two experimental groups.
There was a loss of only two subjects, one from each group, an equal shrinking.
8. Selection-maturation interaction
,
which in certain multi-group
quasi-experimental designs are confounded with the effect of the experimental
variable. Inasmuch as this study is one of true experimental design where
there was control over the scheduling of experimental stimuli and not a
quasi-experimental design, selection-maturation interaction factors were not
applicable
.
The factors jeopardizing external validity:
9. Interaction of testing and the experimental variable , in which the
pretest may decrease or increase the respondents sensitivity to the experi-
mental variable. Controlled inasmuch as no pretesting was done in this study.
Campbell and Stanley (1963) state that " . . .since there are valid designs
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avoiding the pretest and since in many settings it is to unpretested groups
that one wants to generalize, such designs are preferred on grounds of
external validity
. No pretesting was done in this study. Any sensitizing
of subjects would have occurred during the orientation period and/or
operational definition procedure period.
10. Interaction of selection and the experimental variable
,
in which
because of stringent sampling bias in order to obtain experimental groups, no
generalization can be made
.
Generally speaking, the larger the pool from which the sample is to be
selected, the greater the amount of cooperation involved, the lesser the degree
of disruption of routine, and the lower the rate of refusal, the more opportunity
for generalization in respect to interaction of selection. Yet Campbell and
Stanley (1963) suggest that with research done only on captive audiences
rather than the general citizen, such designs would rate very poorly for
interaction of selection; yet research on teaching, the universe of interest is
a captive population, and for this, randomized representative designs can be
done with validity
.
Five Central Pennsylvania colleges were approached to participate in
this study. All five accepted. Two were selected because of their
accessability . One a state college (coed) of 2500 students, the other a private
college of 1700 students (coed) . Because of time limitations, fifty-four
subjects were randomly selected from a pool of 475 Science majors and Educa-
tional majors who volunteered to serve as subjects. Following orientation
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the final experimental group was made up of forty-eight subjects. The
experimental procedures were conducted at the respective colleges of the
respondents at their convenience.
fieactive effects of experimental arrangements
, which would
preclude generalization about the effect of the experimental variable upon
persons being exposed to it in non-experimental settings, i.e.
,
the patent
artificiality of the experimental setting and the subjects awareness that he is
participating in an experiment, cannot be completely solved. However, many
of the factors that lend to nonvalidity in this condition can be avoided
. Inas-
much as the purpose of this study involves the differential learning effective-
ness of silent and sound film as a self-instructional teaching device, and
since such learning is usually individualized and therefore may occur in a
carrel, the physical environment for this study, besides being the respective
colleges of the subjects, was a three unit carrel set up in a typical classroom
laboratory. All subjects were exposed to the experimental procedure in the
same area at their respective colleges. Because of the rotation design of the
experimental design, all subjects were exposed to the same material. Only
one and the same observer (scorer) was used throughout the experimental
period.
12. Multiple-treatment interference
,
likely to occur whenever multiple
treatments are applied to the same respondents, because the effects of prior
treatments are not usually erasable. It is relative as to "how much" constitutes
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multiple treatments and relative to interference. Any number of treatments
more than one could be multiple
.
Determining differential learning effectiveness of silent and sound film
was the primary objective of this study. Three treatments were used in a
rotation design so that both experimental groups were exposed to all three
treatments. Therefore, any multiple-treatment interference would be equally
manifested in both groups
.
/
The distinction between internal validity and external validity as put
forth by Campbell and Stanley (1963) have been listed and defined above.
The strengths and weaknesses of this study in respect to internal validity
and external validity have been discussed.
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Summary of Variables
Personal Data
(Demographic Information)
1 . Group
2. Age
3 . Sex
4. Race
5. Education
6 . Program
7. Color Blind
8. Glasses
9. Hearing Defect
Aptitude-Achievement Factors
("Tests for Cognitive Factors", French et.al.)
10. Hidden Figures
11 . Estimation of Length I
12. Estimation of Length II
13. Auditory Number Span
14. Visual Number Span
15. Identical Pictures I
16. Identical Pictures II
17. Cube Comparison I
18. Cube Comparison II
19. Maze Trace I
20. Maze Trace II
21. Vocabulary I
22. Vocabulary II
23. Paper Folding I
24. Paper Folding II
Attitudinal Survey
25. "Sound not Desirable"
26. "Silent Film Teaches Better"
27. "Sound Film Teaches Better"
28. "Combined Teaches Better"
29. "Narration Reinforces"
30. "Sound is Distracting"
31. "Freeze Frame"
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Associative Learning Measures
32. Immediate Post-test - Silent Film presentation
33. Immediate Post-test - Sound Film presentation
34. Immediate Post-test - Operational (slide-tape) Definition
35. Delayed Post-test - Silent Film presentation
36. Delayed Post-test - Sound Film presentation
37. Delayed Post-test - Operational (slide-tape) Definition
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Introduction
The data for this study were analyzed independently for each
hypothesis . Hypothesis I data were examined by an Analysis of Variance
program to determine the effects of presentation mode and order of presenta-
tion for success on silent film versus sound film presentation.
Hypothesis II data were examined through parallelism of regression,
simple correlational analysis and multiple regression to determine the extent
to which the silent and sound treatments were differentially related to the
independent variables and to individual preferences (aptitude-treatment
interaction)
,
between learning from the silent and sound treatments.
Hypothesis I
Total Population Analysis
This hypothesis states that the mean score of the imitation of the tasks
described in the film, as judged by performance tests, will be significantly
higher (p < .05) for the sound treatment.
Analysis of variance . Table 1 presents the three-way analysis of
variance summary using transformed standard scores of the raw data scores
72
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TABLE 1. Analysis of Variance Summary Using Transformed Standard
Scores Efficiency of Learning as Criteria for Silent Versus
Sound Film Presentation
. N=46
Source df
Mean
Squares
F
Ratios
Order 1 99.05 1.01
Treatment
(Silent-Sound) 1 1602.44 21.30***
Test-Time
(Immediate-Delay) 1 1.97 0.41
***= p <.001
Cell Means with Standard Deviations
.
First Second
Order 55.14
0.73
56.60
0.73
Silent Sound
Treatment 52.92
2.95
58.82
2.95
Immediate Delay
Test-Time 55.97
0.11
55.77
0.11
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of efficiency of learning as criteria. The analysis shows a main effect for
the combined immediate and delayed post-tests of the sound mode over
the combined immediate and delayed post-tests of the silent mode, (p < .001) .
Thus, Hypothesis I is not proven false for the total population.
The tests of significance used in this study were based on the
assumption that chance can be ruled out as a possible explainer of differences
of relationships when statistical significance is obtained
. Under these cir-
cumstances, chance can be ruled out from the set of hypotheses that may
explain the results
. Given that statistical significance is obtained
,
the inter-
pretation must be limited to the population from which the sample was
randomly drawn, i.e.
, undergraduate students of two four colleges in
Pennsylvania (Roe and Hutchinson, 1969) .
Data analysis
. The pre-treatment, labeled the Operational Definition,
was viewed and immediate and delayed post-tests were administered before
either Treatments A or B, the Silent and Sound Treatments respectively,
were viewed
. Table 2 presents the total population analysis for Treatments
A and B for the immediate and delayed post-tests using data scores and
percentages
.
A mean score of 23.1 out of a possible score of 31 (75.1 percent) was
scored on the immediate post-test for Treatment A as compared to a mean
score of 27.3 out of a possible 33 (82.6 percent) on the immediate post-test
Treatment B; an increased difference of 7.5 percent for Treatment B over
Treatment A
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TABLE 2 . Total Population Analysis of Immediate and Delayed Post-tests
for Treatments A and B with Means
, Standard Deviations
,
Percentages of Maximum Scores and Differences. N=23
Treatment A Treatment B Treatment A/B
Maximum 31 Maximum 33 Differences
Immediate 23.1 27.3
Post-Test 3.6 3.3
75.1% 82.6% 7.5%
Delayed 22.5 25.1
Post-Test 3.9 3.8
72.4% 78.4% 4.0%
Differences 2.7% 4.2%
A mean score of 22.5 out of a possible 31 (72.4 percent) was scored on
the delayed post-test for Treatment A as compared to a mean score of 25.1
out of a possible 33 (78.4 percent) on the delayed post-test for Treatment B;
an increased difference of 4 percent for Treatment B over Treatment A.
Exploratory Analysis: Order of Presentation
An exploratory analysis was conducted on order of presentation.
The purpose was to explore whether the order in which the treatments were
presented had any effect on performance.
Order of presentation . Both groups viewed and were tested in the
Pre-treatment, labeled the Operational Definition, before viewing and being
tested on either Treatments A or B, Silent and Sound Film Presentations
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respectively. Table 3 presents the Order of Presentation with mean scores
and differences for Treatments A and B for both immediate and delayed
post-tests using data scores and percentages.
For the Immediate Post-test for Treatment A, the mean score was
22.8 (73.3 percent) or 0.6 (1.5 percent) less when Treatment A was viewed
before Treatment B as compared to a mean score of 23.4 (74.8 percent) when
Treatment A was viewed after Treatment B
.
For the Delayed Post-test for Treatment A, the mean score was 22.3
(71.6 percent) or 0.4 (1.2 percent) less when Treatment A was viewed before
Treatment B as compared to a mean score of 22.7 (72 . 8 percent) when
Treatment A was viewed after Treatment B
.
For the Immediate Post-test for Treatment B, the mean score was 26.0
(78.8 percent) or 2.5 (6.4 percent) less for Treatment B when it was viewed
before Treatment A as compared to a mean score of 28.5 (85.2 percent)
when Treatment B was viewed after Treatment A
.
For the Delayed Post-test for Treatment B, the mean score was 24.9
(75.1 percent) or 1.8 (5.8 percent) less when it was viewed before Treat-
ment A as compared to a mean score of 26.7 (80.9 percent) when it was
viewed after Treatment A.
For this study, order of presentation appears to be a result of chance
effects and therefore, will not be involved in the interpretation of results.
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Hypothesis II
Total Population Analysis
This hypothesis states that on the silent versus the sound learning
sequence, there will be an aptitude-treatment interaction between learning
from silent or sound presentation as determined by performance tests
.
Data analysis
. These data were examined through parallelism tests.
Hypothesis II was supported by the data analysis for the population of this
study.
Parallelism of regression analysis
. The silent and sound immediate
post-tests situations were compared to determine whether the main variables
would produce statistically significant non-parallelism of regression slopes
with the dependent variables (V32 and V33)
,
the immediate post-tests of the
silent and sound treatments respectively. The relationships were tested
by a parallelism of regression test (Parlreg
-statistical reference Dixon and
Massey, 1957, p. 218 Equation 2-A) created at Stanford Center for Research
and Development of Teaching and converted and improved at the University
of Massachusetts by David Coffing
. Table 4 presents the F ratios obtained
.
Examination of these F ratios shows a statistical significant inter-
action (p< .05) for the cognitive factors variable Identical Pictures II (V16)
and the dependent variables, Silent and Sound Immediate Post-tests.
Figure 9 displays the regression slopes for this variable with the two
learning criterion measures
.
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TABLE 4. Test of Parallelism of Regression Results Between Demographic
and Cognitive Factors Variables and the Silent-Sound
Immediate Post-tests Variables. df=88 N=46
Variable Variable Number F Ratio
Age 2 0.01
Sex 3 0.05
Race 4 2.46
Education 5 0.99
Program 6 0.57
Color Blind 7 0.01
Glasses 8 0.84
Hearing Defect 9 0.34
Hidden Figures 10 2.46
Estimate of Length I 11 0.08
Estimate of Length II 12 0.49
Auditory Number Span 13 0.22
Visual Number Span 14 1.25
Identical Picture I 15 2.49
Identical Picture II 16 3.92*
Cube Comp. I 17 0.01
Cube Comp. II 18 0.15
Maze Trace I 19 0.99
Maze Trace II 20 2.04
Vocabulary I 21 0.04
Vocabulary II 22 0.10
Paper Fold I 23 0.54
Paper Fold II 24 0.04
* p = <\ 05
CRITERION
MEASURES
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Figure 9. Significant Identical Pictures II Regression Slopes with
Silent and Sound Immediate Post-tests Learning Criterion
Measures
. df=88 N=46
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
20 30 40 50
Identical Pictures II Criterion
Silent Film: Immediate Post-test ( )
Sound Film: Immediate Post-test ( )
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Three other slope differences for silent-sound immediate post-tests
variables approached significance: Identical Pictures I (V15)
, Hidden
Figures I (V10)
,
and Race (V4)
. These slopes are displayed in Figure 10.
Slopes have been drawn to accuracy and represent the precise range of
scores
.
Additional analysis
. Although not part of this major hypothesis, all
of the available data were examined to determine their relative contribution
to the prediction of learning success on the Silent-Sound learning sequences
This analysis is presented in three stages. First, the relationships,
by group, between the silent and sound film presentations and the
demographic and cognitive factors (V2 through V24) were tested by
parallelism of regression to determine the extent to which the treatments
differ, i.e.
,
to examine the effect of order of presentation on differentiation
of presentation success. Second, the relationships among all variables were
examined through a simple correlational analysis. Finally, selected
variables were entered into multiple regression to determine their contribu-
tion to the variance accounted for
.
Test of parallelism . The relationships, by group, between the
dependent variables, the silent and sound treatments, and the demographic
and cognitive factors variables (V2 through V24) were tested to determine
the extent to which the treatments differed
.
Table 5 displays the results of the parallelism of regression analysis
for the demographic and cognitive factors variables and the silent and
sound treatments . None of the interactions between the two sets of variables
CRITERION
SUCCESS
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Figure 10. Near Significant Regression Slopes of Main Variables on
Silent and Sound Immediate Post-tests Learning Criterion
Measures. df=88 N=46
Silent:
Immediate
Post-test
Sound:
Immediate
Post-test
TABLE 5. Tests of Parallelism of Regression Results
and Cognitive Factors Variables and Silent
Criterion Measures. df=42 N=23
between Demographic
-Sound Learning
Group One versus Group Two
Parallelism F Ratio
Variable
Variable
Number
Silent
Film
F Ratio
Sound
Film
F Ratio
Age 2 0.03 0.32
Sex 3 0.13 1.35
Race 4 0.32 1.18
Education 5 1.08 1.54
Program 6 0.03 0.00
Color Blind 7 0.05 0.09
Glasses 8 0.12 0.01
Hearing Defect 9 0.00 0.00
Hidden Figures 10 0.51 1.75
Estimate of Length I 11 0.32 0.22
Estimate of Length II 12 0.04 0.67
Auditory Number Span 13 0.06 0.20
Visual Number Span 14 0.72 0.53
Identical Picture I 15 1.74 0.35
Identical Picture II 16 3.38 1.63
Cube Comp
. I 17 0.02 1.18
Cube Comp
. II 18 0.78 2.16
Maze Trace I 19 0.01 0.06
Maze Trace II 20 0.01 3.99
Vocabulary I 21 0.00 0.75
Vocabulary II 22 0.10 3.54
Paper Fold I 23 0.88 0.96
Paper Fold II 24 0.65 0.14
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reached an F ratio at the p . 05 level of significance
. A finding of signifi-
cance would indicate a non-parallelism of the regression between the
variables, thus constituting an order of presentation difference.
Correlational analysis
. Table 6 shows the complete correlation matrix
and gives the overall means and standard deviations for the major variables
developed and used in this study. Table 7 simplifies the matrix by showing
only the significant predictor variable correlations (p .05 and better)
In the following discussion, significant intercorrelations will be only those
indicated as significant on Table 6.
Personal Data variables (V2-V9) show 4 out of 28 significant inter-
correlations or 14.2 percent of the possible correlations within this classifica
tion . Personal Data variables (V2-V9) were intercorrelated with the other
classifications as follows:
Number of Percent of
Variable Significant Total Possible
Classifications Intercorrelations Correlations
Cognitive Factors 4 out of 120 possible 3.3%
(V10-V24)
Immediate Post- 0 " " 24 " 0.0%
Test (V25-V27)
Attitudinal Survey 5 " " 56 " 8.9%
(V28-V34)
Delayed Post- 0 " " 24 " 0.0%
Test (V35-V37)
Personal Data variables as intercorrelated with the other classifica-
tions had a total of 13 out of 252 significant intercorrelations or 5.1%.
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Cognitive Factors Tests variables (V10-V24) show 30 out of 105
significant intercorrelations or 28.5 percent of the possible correlations
within this classification. Cognitive Factors Tests (V10-V24) were inter
correlated with the other classifications as follows:
Variable
Classifications
Number of
Significant
Intercorrelations
Percent of
Total Possible
Correlations
Personal Data
(B2-V9)
4 out of 120 possible 3.3%
Immediate Post-
Test (V25-V27)
4 " " 45 " 8.8%
Attitudinal Survey
(V28-V34)
4 " " 105 " 3.7%
Delayed Post-
Test (V35-V37)
4 " " 45 " 8.8%
Cognitive Factors Tests variables (V10-V24) as intercorrelated with
the other classifications had a total of 46 out of 420 significant intercorrela-
tions or 10.9%.
Immediate Post-Test variables (V25-V27) show 1 out of 3 significant
intercorrelations or 33.3 percent of the possible correlations within this
classification. Immediate Post-Test variables (V25-V27) were intercorrelated
with the other classifications as follows:
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Variable
Classifications
Number of
Significant
Intercorrelations
Percent of
Total Possible
Correlations
Personal Data o out of 24 possible
(V2-V9)
Cognitive Factors 4 " " 45
(V10-V24)
Attitudinal Survey 3 " 11 21 "
(V28-V34)
Delayed Post- 6 " " 9 "
Test (V34-V37)
8
. 8%
14.3%
66 . 6 %
Immediate post-test variables (V25-V27) as intercorrelated with the
other classifications had a total of 14 out of 102 significant intercorrelations
or 13.7%.
Attitudinal Survey variables (V28-V34) show 5 out of 21 significant
intercorrelations or 23.8 percent of the possible correlations within this
classification. Attitudinal Survey variables (V28-V34) were intercorrelated
with the other classifications as follows:
Variable
Classifications
Number of
Significant
Intercorrelations
Percent of
Total Possible
Correlations
Personal Data
(V2-V9)
5 out of 56 possible 8.9%
Cognitive Factors
(V10-V24)
4 " » 105 " 3.7%
Immediate Post-
Test (V25-V27)
3 " 11 21 11 14.3%
Delayed Post-
Test (V35-V37)
2 » .1 21 " 9.5%
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Altitudinal Survey variables (V28-V34) as intercorrelated with the
other classifications had a total of 19 out of 224 significant intercorrelations
or 8.9%
Delayed Post-Test variables (V35-V37) show 2 out of 3 significant
intercorrelations or 66.6 percent of the possible correlations within this
classification. Delayed Post-Test variables (V35-V37) were intercorrelated
with the other classifications as follows:
Variable
Classifications
Number of
Significant
Intercorrelations
Percent of
Total Possible
Correlations
Personal Data
(V2-V9)
0 out of 24 possible 0.0%
Cognitive Factors
(V10-V24)
4 " " 45 " 8.8%
Immediate Post-
test (V25-V27)
6 ii ii g it 66.6%
Attitudinal Survey
(V28-V34)
2 it ii 21 » 9.5%
Delayed Post-Test variables (V35-V37) as intercorrelated with the
other classifications had a total of 14 out of 102 significant intercorrelations
or 13.7%
For the combined population there was a total of 96 out of 657
significant intercorrelations or 14.6%.
Multiple regression analysis . The relationship between the dependent
variables (V32, V33, V34, V35, V36, and V37) and the predictor variables
(V2 - V24) were tested through a multiple regression analysis. Multiple
regression analysis allows the study of the linear relationship between a set
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of independent variables and each dependent variable while taking into
account the interrelationships among the independent variables.
All variables were entered into a Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) Multiple Regression program
. The strongest variables
,
that is, those entering the regression formula before the variables ceased
producing significant additions to the explanation of variances, as expressed
by the RSQ statistic, are presented so as to be able to determine their unique
capability of predicting the dependent variables.
The results of the multiple regression analysis for each of the
dependent variables are displayed in Tables 8 through 13.
The multiple regression analysis data shows that for the dependent
variables V32 and V35, the Immediate and Delayed Post-tests for the
Silent Film presentation respectively, the first five predictor variables,
all significant, are the same and are in the same sequential order.
For the dependent variables V33 and V36, the Immediate and Delayed
Post-tests for the Sound Film respectively, the first three predictor variables,
all significant, are the same. Of the next four significant predictor variables
relating to the two Sound Film variables, two are the same; thus resulting
in five out of seven significant predictor variables being the same for the two
Sound Film variables.
Of the five significant predictor variables for the two Silent Film
variables, the first two do not show up as significant predictor variables
for either of the two Sound Film variables. Likewise, of the seven significant
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TABLE 8. Multiple Regression Analysis with
Post-test as the Criterion Variable
Silent Film Immediate
Silent Film - Immediate Post-
-test (V32)
Vari-
Step
No.
able
No.
R
Sq.
RSQ F
Change in/out beta beta 1
Label of
Variable
1 16 .16 .16 8.17
.34 .68 Identical Picture II
2 11 .22 .06 6.09 -
.27 - .37 Estimation of Length I
3 03 .28 .06 5.44
-1.99 -
.27 Sex
4 20 .37 .09 5.90 -
.53 - .45 Maze Trace II
5 10 .42 .05 5.75
.44 .35 Hidden Figures
6 06 .46 .04 5.54 1.78
.25 Program
7 18 .49 .03 5.31 .34 .39 Cube Comparison II
8 22 .51 .01 4.86 - .29 - .27 Extended Vocabulary II
Note: Betas used in this table are those that correspond to each variable
at the last step entered, and are not the Betas when the variables
first entered the regression formula. N=46.
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TABLE 9. Multiple Regression Analysis with Silent Film Delayed
Post-test as the Criterion Variable.
Silent Film - Delayed Post-test (V35)
Vari-
Step
No.
able
No.
R
Sq.
RSQ
Change
F
in/out beta beta 1
Label of
Variable
1 16 .18 .18 9.62 .39 .64 Identical Picture II
2 11 .31 .13 9.45 - .34 - .44 Estimation of Length I
3 03 .36 .05 7.74 -2.49 -
.30 Sex
4 20 .42 .07 7.51 - .43 - .33 Maze Trace II
5 10 .47 .05 7.18 .43 .32 Hidden Figures
6 06 .51 .04 6.81 1.92 .25 Program
7 23 .53 .02 6.10 .41 .21 Paper Folding I
8 22 .54 .01 5.39 - .19 - .15 Extended Vocabulary II
Note: Betas used in this table are those that correspond to each
variable at the last step entered and are not the Betas when the
variables first entered the regression formula. N=46.
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TABLE 10. Multiple Regression Analysis with Sound Film
Immediate Post-test as the Criterion Variable.
Sound Film - Immediate Post-
-test (V33)
Vari
Step
No.
able
No.
R
Sq.
RSQ F
Change in/out beta beta'
Label of
Variable
1 19 .17 .17 9.32
.29
.29 Maze Trace I
2 08 .24 .06 6.62 1.77
.26 Glasses
3 05 .29 .05 5.63 1.95
.38 Education
4 14 .32 .04 4.90
.65 .60 Visual Number Span
5 13 .43 .11 5.99 -
.60 - .57 Auditory Number Span
6 03 .47 .04 5.71 -1.97 -
.29 Sex
7 11 .50 .03 5.42 -
.20 - .31 Estimation of Length I
8 20 .52 .02 4.97
.28 .26 Maze Trace II
Note: Betas used in this table are those that correspond to each
variable at the last step entered and are not the betas when
the variables first entered the regression formula. N=46.
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TABLE 11. Multiple Regression Analysis with Sound
Post-test as the Criterion Variable.
Film Delayed
Sound Film - Delayed Post
-test (V36)
Vari-
Step
No.
able
No.
R
Sq.
RSQ
Change
F
in/out beta beta 1
Label of
Variable
1 19 .12 .12 6.20
.92 .78 Maze Trace I
2 05 .19 .07 5.07 1.16 .20 Education
3 08 .25 .06 4.68 1.64 .21 Glasses
4 10 .33 .08 5.04
.53 .41 Hidden Figures
5 20 .41 .08 5.59 -
.54 - .44 Maze Trace II
6 13 .44 .03 5.06 -
.44 •- .44 Auditory Number Span
7 14 .46 .03 4.69
.28 .23 Visual Number Span
8 03 .50 .03 4.54 - .23 - .03 Sex
Note: Betas used in this table are those that correspond to each
variable at the last step entered and are not the betas when the
variables first entered the regression formula. N=46.
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TABLE 12. Multiple Regression Analysis with Operational
Immediate Post-test as the Criterion Variable.
Definition
Operational Definition
Immediate Post-test (V34)
Step
No.
Vari-
able
No.
R
Sq.
RSQ F
Change in/out beta beta 1
Label of
Variable
1 23 .22 .22 12.26
.69 .44 Paper Folding I
2 20 .27 .05 7.90 - .79 -
.76 Maze Trace II
3 19 .35 .08 7.47
.66 .67 Maze Trace I
4 08 .39 .04 6.47 1.15
.18 Glasses
5 09 .41 .03 5.65 -6.45 - .30 Hearing Defect
6 24 .45 .03 5.25 .78 .35 Paper Folding II
7 13 .47 .03 4.89 . .34 .33 Auditory Number Span
8 17 .49 .02 4.48 - .43 - .57 Cube Comparison I
Note: Betas used in this table are those that correspond to each
variable at the last step entered and are not the betas when
the variables first entered the regression formula. N=46.
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TABLE 13. Multiple Regression Analysis with Operational
Delayed Post-test as the Criterion Variable.
Definition
Operational Definition
Delayed Post-test (V37)
Step
Vari-
able R RSQ F Label of
No
.
No
.
Sq. Change in/out beta beta 1 Variable
1 08 .08 .08
2 23 .16 .08
3 04 .20 .05
4 18 .24 .03
5 20 .27 .03
6 19 .35 .08
7 11 .38 .03
8 10 .40 .02
9 17 .42 .02
10 12 .44 .03
3.77 1.40 .21
3.99
.39 .25
3.61 -
.39 .12
3.19 .37 .48
2.95 - .72 - .69
3.44 .69 .71
3.30
. .09 .14
3.06 .14 .13
2.85 - .31 - .41
2.77 .12 .27
Glasses
Paper Folding I
Race
Cube Comparison II
Maze Trace II
Maze Trace I
Estimation of Length I
Hidden Figures
Cube Comparison I
Estimation of Length II
Note: Betas used in this table are those that correspond to each
variable at the last step entered and are not the betas when the
variables first entered the regression variable. N=46.
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predictor variables for the two Sound Film variables, the first three do
not show up as significant predictor variables for either of the two Silent
Film variables
.
Exploratory Analysis
Degree of recall
. An exploratory analysis was conducted on the
degree of difference of recall of material in reference to mode of presentation
The Analysis of Variance of Total Population showed a significant main
effect, (p < .001)
,
for Sound over Silent Film presentation as well as a
significant mam effect, (p < .001) , for Immediate versus Delayed Post-tests
by Treatment (Mode of Presentation)
. Table 14 presents the mean scores
and percents for the Immediate and Delayed Post-tests for the Silent and
Sound modes of presentation.
TABLE 14. Total Population Analysis of Degree of Difference of
Recall between Silent and Sound Mode of Presentation
N=46.
Immediate Delayed
Post-Test Post-Test Difference
Silent Film
Maximum 31
23.1
3.6
75 . 1 '
Sound Film
Maximum 33
27.3
3.3
82.6%
22.5
3.9
72 . 4' 2.7%
25.1
3.8
78 . 4' 4.2%
1.5%
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A mean score of 23.1 out of a possible 31, or 75.1% was scored
on the Immediate Post-test for the Silent Film as compared to a mean
score of 22.5, or 72.4% on the Delayed Post-test for the same Treatment, a
decrease difference of 2.7%.
A mean score of 27.3 out of a possible 33, or 82.6% was scored on the
Immediate Post-test for the Sound Film as compared to a mean score of 25.1,
or 78.4% on the Delayed Post-test for the same treatment, a decrease
difference of 4.2%.
The scores achieved for the Sound mode of presentation were higher
for both the Immediate and Delayed Post-tests than those for the Silent mode
of presentation. For both modes, there was a decrease in recall in the
Delayed Post-test over the Immediate Post-Test. However, the percent of
decrease was 1 .5% greater for the Sound mode than that of the Silent mode.
Further exploratory analysis was conducted on the degree of differ-
ence of recall. In this instance, the purpose was to determine whether there
was a similar result in recall for the Operational Definition, the combined
"Sound with Subtitles" slide-tape presentation as there was for both the
Silent and Sound film presentations; that is, a decrease in recall. Table 15
presents the mean scores and percents for the Operational Definition, and
the Silent and the Sound Treatments
.
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TABLE 15. Total Population Analysis of Degree of Difference of Recall
between the Operational Definition and the Silent and Sound
Treatments . N=46
Mode of
Presentation
Immediate
Post-test
Delayed
Post-test Difference
Operational
Definition 20.5 21.0
Slide-Tape 3.2 3.2
Maximum 28 73.1% 75.0% 1.9%
Silent Film 23.1 22.5
Maximum 31 3.6 3.9
75.1% 72.4% 2.7%
Sound Film 27.3 25.1
Maximum 33 3.3 3.8
82.6% 78.4% 4.2%
The Operational Definition, a combined "Sound with Subtitles"
Slide-tape presentation was viewed and Immediate and Delayed Post-tests
were administered before either the Silent or Sound Film presentations were
administered
.
A mean score of 20.5 out of a possible 28, or 73.1%, was scored on the
immediate post-test for the Operational Definition as compared to a delayed
post-test score of 21 .0, or 75.0 percent. This is an increase difference
of
1.9 percent of the delayed post-test over the immediate post-test.
On the other hand, there was a decrease difference for the delayed
post-test over the immediate post-test for both the Silent and Sound
Film
presentations
.
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This opposite effect of the delayed post-test for the "Sound with Sub-
titles" Slide-tape presentation, a better score for the delayed post-test
compared to poorer scores for the delayed post-test for both of the single
modes of presentation, may be attributed to one of and/or a combination of
several factors. However, this interaction effect difference was not
hypothesized by this study and will not be dealt with in subsequent analysis.
However
,
it is noted that there is now some empirical support for maintaining
a hypothesis relative to this interaction for subsequent study.
Attitudinal Questionnaire:
An attitudinal questionnaire was administered to each of the forty six
subjects immediately following the termination of their last delayed post-
test. The profile of the results is shown in Appendix K.
The first item stated, "Unlike cinema and television, it is not
desirable to have sound in the single-concept films I have viewed." The
distribution of responses is shown in Table 16.
TABLE 16. Responses to "SOUND NOT DESIRABLE"
No. of Respondents Percentage
Strongly agree 0 0.0
Agree 1 2.2
Uncertain 2 4.4
Disagree 21 45.5
Strongly disagree 22 47.9
46 100.0
x2 w/2 df = 75.07 (p<.001)
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To test the significance of the results, the chi square technique
was applied to the responses to each question. For accuracy and convenience
of the computation, "strongly agree" and "agree" were pooled together as one
category, and "strongly disagree" and "disagree" were pooled as another
category. The original five categories were reduced to three. This reduction
of categories is recommended by Downie and Heath (1965) when any expected
frequency is low, (10 or less)
. If the original five categories were used,
the expected frequency would be 46/5 = 9.3, which is less than 10. The
pooling process increased the expected frequency to 46/3 = 15.3. The follow-
ing formula was used to compute the chi square for responses to each
equation:
x
2
=
(0 ~ E)2
E
O
where x^ = chi square
0 = observed frequency
E = expected frequency
Substituting the data from Table 16,
x
2 Vd ~ 15.3) 2
+
(2 - 15 . 3)
2
+
(43 - 15.3) 2
15.3 15.3 15.3
= 13.36 + 11.56 + 50.17
= 75.07
The same computational formula and process was used for all responses
to each question
. The chi square and level of significance are also noted
beneath each response table.
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The second item stated. "Silent single-concept films with subtitles
teach better than sound single concept films without subtitles." The
distribution of responses is shown in Table 17.
TABLE 17. Responses to "SILENT FILM TEACHES BETTER"
No, of Respondents Percentage
Strongly agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly disagree
46 100.0
x 2 w/2 df = 12.09 (p <.01)
6.5
26.1
13.0
47.9
6.5
For the third statement, "Sound single-concept films without
subtitles teach better than silent single-concept films with subtitles, the
distribution is shown in Table 18.
TABLE 18. Responses to "SOUND FILM TEACHES BETTER"
No. of Respondents Percentage
Strongly agree 8 17.4
Agree 20 43.5
Uncertain 8 17.4
Disagree 9 19.5
Strongly disagree 1 2.2
46 100.0
x2 w/2 df = 14.19 (p < .001)
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For the fourth item. Combined presentation (sound with subtitles)
as viewed with the slide-tape presentation, teach better than either of the
single modes alone," the distribution of responses is shown in Table 19.
TABLE 19 Responses to "COMBINED TEACHES BETTER"
No. of Respondents Percentage
Strongly agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly disagree
14 30.4
25 54.4
4 8.7
3 6.5
0 0.0
46 100.0
x2 w/2 df = 54.93 (p<..001)
The fifth item stated, "The narration on a combined presentation
reinforces points that subtitles alone in the silent presentation do not make
clear." The distribution of responses is found in Table 20.
TABLE 20. Responses to "NARRATION REINFORCES"
No . of Respondents Percentage
Strongly agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly disagree
15 32.6
27 58.7
3 6.5
1 2.2
0 0.0
46 100.0
x2 w/2 df = 69.83 (p < .001)
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Item six stated. "The narration on a combined presentation is
distracting." The distribution of responses is found in Table 21.
TABLE 21. Responses to "SOUND IS DISTRACTING"
Strongly agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly disagree
No. of Respondents Percentage
0
2
3
32
9
0.0
4.4
6.5
69.6
19.5
x2 w/2 df = 64.60 (p < .001)
46 100.0
The seventh item stated, "It is desirable to have a 'freeze frame 1
mechanism in single-concept film projectors." The distribution of
responses is shown in Table 22.
TABLE 22. Responses to "FREEZE FRAME"
No. of Respondents Percentage
Strongly agree 18 39.1
Agree 27 58.7
Uncertain 1 2.2
Disagree 0 0.0
Strongly disagree 0 0.0
46 100.0
x2 w/2 df = 86.30 (p <.001)
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A review of the anaiysis of the data of the Altitudinal Survey shows
that all of the responses to the questions were statistically significant; all
bu, one at the p<. 001 level. The response to V!9, »Si,en, Film Teaches
Better", was significant at the p <.01 level.
Further analysis of the data of the Altitudinal Survey with the data
of the correlation analysis shows some interaction effects of the Altitudinal
Survey with the dependent variables V25 and V26, the immediate post-tests
of the Silent and Sound Film presentations
. There was a 14.3 percent
significant intercorrelation between the Altitudinal Survey and the immediate
post-tests of the Silent and Sound Films
. There was also a significant inter-
correlation between the Altitudinal Survey and the dependent variables
V35 and V36, the delayed post-tests of the Silent and Sound Films. The
percent of significant intercorrelations was 9.5.
Specifically, the independent variable V29, "Silent Film Teaches
Better", although the response was statistically significant (p <.01) , it
was not significantly intercorrelated with either the immediate or delayed
post-tests of the Silent mode of presentation. On the other hand, the
independent variable V30, "Sound Film Teaches Better", was significantly
intercorrelated with the immediate post-tests for both the Silent and Sound
modes and with the delayed post-tests of the Silent Mode
.
There were no significant intercorrelations between either of the
independent variables V29 and V30, "Silent Film Teaches Better" and
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"Sound Film Teaches Better", and the two dependent variables V27 and V37
the immediate and delayed post-tests for the "Sound with Subtitles" Slide-
tape presentation respectively.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY - DISCUSSION - CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
The main objective of this study was to examine the relative effective-
ness of the two modes of presentation - silent and sound super 8mm Single-
Concept films - for teaching clinical laboratory procedures. The study
also involved the analysis of the demographic and cognitive factors tests,
(French et. al.) in relation to performance test scores to determine whether
there is an aptitude-treatment interaction for learning from one mode of
presentation or another
.
The hypotheses to be tested were:
1 . The mean score of the imitation of the tasks described in the film
as judged by performance tests, will be significantly higher (p <.05) for the
Sound Super 8mm Single-Concept Film treatment.
2. On the Silent versus Sound learning sequence, there will be an
aptitude-treatment interaction for learning from the silent or sound presenta-
tions as determined by cognitive factors and performance tests.
In order to test the above hypotheses two super 8mm Single-Concept
films were produced according to the principles and procedures of programmed
instruction . One film was a silent single-concept film using written captions
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(subtitles) to provide the descriptive end/or explanatory data needed to
support the pictorial content. The other film was a sound, without subtitles
single-concept film using the spoken word for providing the necessary
description and/or explanatory data to support the motion picture's visual
images
. The content of each film was different
.
A third production, the Pre-treatment, a slide-tape production
combining subtitles with audio, was administered as a task operational
definition
.
The subjects were randomly divided into two equal groups. All
subjects were individually exposed to the Pre-treatment sequence; viewing
the treatment followed by an immediate post-test then a three to four day delay
post-test. With this sequence completed, the members of one group individually
viewed and were tested for both immediate and three to four day delay reten-
tion of information in reference to one of the modes of presentation while
members of the other group individually viewed and were similarly tested
in reference to the other mode of presentation. Upon completion of this
second sequence a subject would then go through the final third sequence,
resulting in repeated measures.
Identical demographic information was collected on each subject, all
were administered the same cognitive factors tests, and all completed the
same attitudinal questionnaire. The data from the above information made up
the independent variables. The dependent variables were the performance
scores of each post-test and test-time for each subject.
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The performance scores were analyzed by analysis of variance
techniques to determine whether there was a statistical significant difference
in the performance scores between the silent and sound modes. All variable
categories other than the altitudinal question variables were examined by
parallelism of regression, correlation analysis, and by multiple regression
analysis to determine their contribution to the explanation of variance of
learning efficiency with the silent-sound sequences
Hypothesis I
The mean score of the imitation of the tasks described in the films,
as judged by performance tests, will be statistically significantly higher,
(p 05) , for the Sound Super 8mm Single-Concept Film treatment.
Conclusions, Hypothesis I : The analysis of variance showed a
significant main effect (p -^.001) for the combined immediate and delayed
post-tests of the sound mode over the combined immediate and delayed post-
tests of the silent mode. Further analysis of the data shows a 7.5 per cent
better score for the combined immediate post-test of both groups for the
sound mode over the combined immediate post-test scored for the silent
mode. Consequently, Hypothesis I is not proven false by the analysis of
this data. This finding is in agreement with a majority of experiments in
motion pictures and also congruent with the "cue summation" theory.
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Hypothesis II
On the silent versus sound learning sequences, there will be an
aptitude-treatment interaction for learning from the silent or sound presenta-
tions as determined by performance and cognitive factors and demographic
variables
.
Conclusions: Hypothesis II , Tests of parallelism did yield a
statistical significant interaction between the silent-sound treatments and
Identical Pictures II, cognitive factors test. Variable #16. Thus Hypothesis II
is confirmed by the analysis of the data of this study for the population used
.
Support of Hypothesis II may be taken as evidence not to disregard the
suggestion of Cronbach and Gagne; to observe experimental effects of
different characteristics and to conduct investigation to find significant
disordinal interactions between alternative treatments and individual
variables
.
An examination of this aptitude-treatment interaction would lead one to
hypothesize that those who score high on the cognitive factor test Identical
Pictures II may perform better from silent film with subtitles than those who
score low on this factor . This appears to be a valid evaluation inasmuch as
the Identical Pictures II test is a visual test thought to define perceptual
speed; i.e., speed in finding figures, making comparisons, and carrying
out other tasks involving perception and the silent film with subtitles is
entirely a visual treatment.
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It should be noted that the cognitive factor test Identical Pictures II
test was administered following the Identical Pictures I test which Itself
reached near significant interaction with the silent-sound treatments. This
may be understandable seeing that the Identical Pictures I test may be
considered as a pre-test, a learning opportunity, to learn how to take the
visual test. Identical Pictures II.
A second cognitive factor visual test, Hidden Figures I, showed near
significant interaction with the silent-sound treatments
. Perhaps if Hidden
Figures II test had been administered, the results may have been a significant
interaction as with the Identical Pictures set.
With an ordinal interaction, as displayed in this study, with the
regression slopes one above the other throughout the range, all persons
should be assigned to the higher scoring treatment. However, economics
and practicality could make the sound film, the most costly treatment, less
available, resulting in a disordinal interaction. A disordinal interaction
supports a decision rule to assign to the more costly treatment only those
persons for whom there is clear chance of benefit as determined by cognitive
factors test. Identical Pictures II.
Other Findings
According to the additudinal survey, more than 60 percent of the
respondents were in favor of the sound single-concept film as a self-
instructional program in teaching the skills of clinical laboratory procedures.
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Thirty two (32) of the respondents were in favor of the silent single-concept
t at p < . 001 anc
to the chi square technique of testing significance.
film. These results were signifies, , .0 d p <.01 levels according
Further analysis of the altitudinal survey reveals that more than 90 per
cent of the respondents felt that the narration reinforces points that sub-
titles alone in the presentation do not make clear
.
General Discussion
1
. The major finding of this study is that there is a significant
teaching/learning difference between the silent and sound film presentations
in favor of the sound film. This finding is in agreement with the majority
of experiments in motion picture study and also congruent with the "Cue
Summation" theory; that multi-channel communications which combines
narration with related or relevant illustration will provide the greatest gain
in learning
.
At first glance, this finding may seem contradictory to Broadbent's
"Single Channel Information Processing" model which Travers and his assoc-
iates advocate as a result of several experimental studies. However, a
careful investigation of their experimental studies will show that the results
of this study and theirs are, at least, not contradictory, if not in complete
agreement. Their findings argued that there were no significant differences
among the amounts learned using the three different presentation modes in
(audio, visual, and audiovisual) 1966. Travers and his associates used
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recorders as display units instead of
slide or film strip projectors and tape
super 8mm projectors. Words with constraintint, words, and nonsense syllables
were used instead of operational skills, as well
far shorter for their experiments
as exposure rates that were
as compared to this study. While their
experiments dealt with more theoretical problems, this study was designed
to find a rather practical solution. As Travers aptly indicated:
Even if the single channel model - is essentially
correct, it does not dispose of problems of the inter-
re ationship of the different modalities in situations
involving learning
.
This study attempted to deal with this inter-relationship of different
modalities in a practical situation
.
2 . The traditional way of classifying types of messages for multi-
channel transmission is to determine whether the information presented
through two or more modalities is redundant or not. However, it seems
desirable to identify the non-redundant information into subcategories of
unrelated, related, and supplementary. For example, at many points the
narration of the sound super 8mm film used in this study was non-redundant
yet supplementary. In the narration of the sound film - Urinalysis:
Tests for Proteins
,
it states: "Heat urine sample over the flame
. . . keep
it moving" (see item B4 Appendix I)
. Since this test procedure requires
heating the specimen and if it is not kept moving, the specimen will boil
over, the student will know why it should be kept moving, rather than
blindly following the picture without knowing why.
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This type of information seems desirable to be classified as a
non-redundant supplementary message. One may hypothesize that while
non redundant, non-related information reduces learning, the related or
supplementary information may increase learning
.
3. A single frame of a picture usually contains a large amount of
information. When these are incoprorated into a motion picture, the problem
of drawing the viewers attention to a particular point is even more difficult;
a pointer or arrow superimposed on the film can be used before or during
the action to draw attention. However, this is not always desirable or
possible. Narration may help a viewer to pay attention to a particular
area within a picture.
4. While it is very desirable to produce a silent film which can
communicate and teach one hundred per cent of the information, this is not
always possible, especially if the message to be communicated is complex.
The best solution seems to be that of making the silent film as informative
as possible, then supplementing with narration wherever the silent picture
does not seem to communicate well.
5. One of the reasons why a great majority of students prefer sound
film, as evidenced by the attitudinal questionnaire, is that they have been
conditioned to and are accustomed to simultaneous sight and sound
presentation from birth. To deny a student one of the stimuli, rightly or
not, is equivalent to asking him to become temporarily blind or deaf yet
still achieve a maximum degree of information intake.
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From the above discussion, it seems obvious that until there is
definite experimental support with regard to distraction or jamming in
multi-channel communication, students should not be deprived of using the
best possible combination of multi-channel communication. To answer the
question proposed by Cronbach and Gagne and to resolve the controversy
of the pros and cons of "cue summation", the problem seems to be not the
question of single - versus - multiple-channel transmissions, but that of
how to improve multi-channel communication.
Experimental Apparatus
No mechanical failures were experienced throughout the testing
period and therefore no decrease in efficiency of the study as the result
of apparatus failure.
However, different projectors were used for the two modes of presenta-
tion. The silent film was projected through a Kodak Ektographic 120
Cartridge loaded projector. One nice feature of this projector is the auto-
matic rewind. However, for purposes of this study it would have been
desirable to have had an automatic "shut down" feature.
The sound film was projected through a Kodak Instamatic M100
Sound projector, reel to reel. This particular projector is relatively
heavy and somewhat noisy. Again, an automatic "shut down" feature would
have been desirable.
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Although no failures of equipment were experienced in this study and
there was no damage to the films the following are over-all recommendations
that should be explored when selecting or building equipment.
1) "Provision should be built into the equipment to automatically
clean and lubricate the film as materials are used"
.
Neither of the projectors used in this study had this provision. It
would be a most desirable aspect of a self-instructional teaching machine
which should and would be used constantly.
2) Claws, sprockets, and other film handling components should
be eliminated in order to minimize damage and prolong life of
teaching materials".
Both the Kodak Ektographic and Instamatic use claws and sprockets.
3) "Components subject to wear or deterioration should be
capable of simple replacement, preferably without the
use of tools"
.
Both the Kodak Ektographic and Instamatic Super 8mm projectors
are still far below this standard
.
There were no failures of the apparatus or equipment used in the
response units. Nor was there any shortage of supplies. Therefore,
there was no decrease in the efficiency of the study as the result of any
response units
,
failures or shortages
.
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Educational Significance
The relevancy of this study to teacher education programs may be
summarized as follows:
1 . This study provided practical self-instructional programs on a
topic which is required for student competencies in use of educational
technology.
2. The procedure and steps used in planning Super 8mm single-
concept films used in this study can be applied to preparation of learning
materials for a wide variety of instructional objectives.
3. Cue Summation" theory can be applied to any teaching situation.
The central idea is to avoid irrelevant noise and increase relevant cues
from every possible channel in order to help students grasp the concept to
be taught.
4. The idea of the "single-concept" film can be applied to teacher
education programs. A complex concept can be broken down into sub-
concepts which may be taught individually.
5 . The technique of revision according to field testing should be
[
applied to the production of all teaching programs and materials.
6. Inasmuch as there may be an aptitude-treatment interaction between
some aptitude measures and learning from one mode of presentation or
another, then such knowledge could be put to good use: determine early in
the student's career through aptitude measures the student's particular
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aptitude for learning by a particular delivery system and teach the student
accordingly if either facililatory or compensatory goals are in mind.
Study Limitations
This study, as in many other similar experiments, had certain
limitations. They were:
1 . The study attempted to compare the effectiveness of silent and
sound 8mm single-concept films. In fact, the comparison was made between
a silent film with subtitles and a silent film without subtitles plus narration.
It seemed that the experiment was comparing two different media, silent
film versus film plus sound
.
2. Since the 8mm single-concept film is relatively new, its display
is limited by available projectors
. In comparing silent 8mm single-concept
film and sound 8mm single-concept film, the projectors used for playback
automatically entered into the experimental setup
. Since the Kodak Ekto-
graphic 120 cartridge loaded for the silent treatment could not produce
sound, the Kodak Instamatic Ml 00 reel to reel sound projector was used as
the sound display unit. The difference between the delivery systems used
for presenting media can hardly be avoided in this type of experiment
involving instruments
.
3. Sampling of the subject matter was limited to two routine clinical
diagnostic tests from two different disciplines of study. However, since
they were of comparable difficulty and are representative of routine clinical
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diagnostic tests in general, there should not be a great problem in generaliz-
ing the results obtained from this experiment to other similar routine
clinical diagnostic tests
. Increasing the complexity of the subject matter
could possibly increase differential effectiveness of the treatments.
4
. The quality of the films might influence the effectiveness of the
programs
. However, the films used were two selected from a set of twenty
six that represent the only films presently available on the market in the
discipline of routine clinical laboratory procedures.
5. The desired target population for this study is clinical trainees
in the United States of America. The available population was undergraduate
students randomly selected from 475 volunteers of two four year colleges in
Pennsylvania.
Thus, the sample approximation can be considered only relatively
related to the desired target population. No extension of the obtained results
is suggested without further research on the population of interest.
Recommendation for Further Study
1 . This study did yield a significant interaction between the silent-
sound treatments and one of the cognitive factors tests for visual perception,
Identical Pictures II, and near significant interaction for two other cognitive
factors tests for visual perception. There is empirical support for future
study using a similar population to test for aptitude - treatment interaction
between success on visual tests and success with silent-sound modes of
presentation
.
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2. Although the results of this study are In general agreement with
the "Cue Summation" theory, Broadbent's "Single Channel Information
Transmission" model should not be hastily rejected. Therefore, it is
recommended that similar experiments using different subject matter and
different lengths of subject content should be examined to test the applica-
bility of Broadbent's model in a wide variety of subject matter with different
program lengths
.
Another possibility along this line for future study is a comparison
between simultaneous audiovisual presentation and an alternative
presentation of the auditory and visual information in which the narration
would be presented only when a "freeze frame" is projected on the screen.
This type of comparison between simultaneous and alternative presentation
would test the applicability of the "Cue Summation" theory and the "Single
Channel Information Transmission" model in this type of instruction and
learning
.
4. As mentioned in the previous section, one of the major limitations
of this study was that different projectors were used to test the difference
between the silent super 8mm single-concept film system and the sound super
8mm single-concept film system. However, in order to eliminate possible
bias resulting from the different types of projectors used, it is recommended
that the same projector be used for further studies of this nature. By using
the same projector, the variation would include a "silent-sound" switch for
either silent or sound for different treatments. In this way, the difference in
projectors used for playback would be eliminated, even though the more
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practical "system” (film and projector) approach cannot be achieved. In
practice, users will seldom abandon the less expensive silent projector to
use the more expensive sound projector for silent film
.
5 . It may be argued that the noise of movie projectors may affect
the outcome of performance. This may be particularly true with the silent
treatment. Future studies should be conducted on the effect of various
kinds of background noise to include not only projector noise but also the
styles, rate and amplitude of background music and "white" noise. This
should not only be tested on the silent treatment but with the sound treatment
as well.
6. Pacing may be an important factor in programmed instruction.
Small steps are generally accepted as superior to medium and large steps
in self-instructional programs. However, smallness of step in a particular
subject should be determined as an aid to the programmer. In other words,
the optimum size of steps should be determined by studying the self-pacing
in the particular subject area and particular method used, before optimum
pre-paced programs can be produced. Therefore, a further study, care-
fully designed to determine the optimum size of steps for self-pacing
program instruction in a subject area similar to this study, is strongly
recommended
.
7 . The narration variable may be carefully manipulated to determine
the optimum rate of verbalization in this particular subject matter of clinical
laboratory skill and in other similar areas.
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8
. Since one of the important steps in improving a program is to
test and revise the content of the program, it is recommended that the two
super 8mm single-concept films used in this study be re-evaluated for
content and quality, improved, and then tested with a larger population.
9. In the attitudinal survey of this study, about 97 percent of the
respondents expressed the opinion that a "freeze frame" or "still picture"
mechanism is desirable in super 8mm sound single-concept film projector.
It is hypothesized that the "freeze frame" mechanism will help increase
learning. However, this was not incorporated here. Since adding a
freeze frame mechanism to the sound super 8mm sound projector is
costly
,
it seems justified to research this variable before expensive equip-
ment modification is recommended
.
10. It may be assumed that the introduction by an instructor to a
group of students prior to use of the super 8mm single-concept films
similar to those used in this study for self-instructional purposes may be
helpful. Introductory presentation styles is another set of variables that
could be usefully studied.
APPENDIX A
ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
No.
Single-Concept films deal with a relatively small segment of subject matterand are designed to accomplish a particular limited purpose such as you havelearned Circle the words which would best state your position in agree-ment or disagreement with the following statements:
1
. Unlike cinema and television, it is not desirable to have sound in the
single-concept films I have viewed
.
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
2. Silent single-concept films with subtitles can teach better than
sound single-concept films without subtitles.
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
3. Sound single-concept films without subtitles can teach better
than silent single-concept films with subtitles
.
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
4. Combined presentation (sound with subtitles)
,
as viewed with the
slide-tape presentation, can teach better than either of the single
modes alone
.
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
5. The narration on a combined presentation reinforces points that
subtitles alone in the silent presentation do not make clear
.
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
6. The narration on a combined presentation is distracting.
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
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7. It is desirable to have a "freeze framo 11 •
film projectors
.
Mechanism in single-concept
strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree
8. List any other comments below, if any.
appendix b
CHECK LIST
TREATMENT A
Subject
Score
lit 2nd.
Performance Evaluation Standard and Terminal
Behaviors for the Test for Hemoglobin.
'Silent with Subtitles" tfft
1st. 2nd.
Qualitative Test - Sahli-Hellige
1. Pick up Wintrobe Tube (square shaped)
. 1 1
2. Pick up transfer pipette (Medicine dropper) 1 1
3. Draw up and transfer N/10 HC1 to Wintrobe
tube to the 10 Mark 1 1
4. Replace transfer pipette to stock bottle 1 1
5. Replace Wintrobe tube back into housing 1 1
6. Pick up blood sample, (in vial) 1 1
7. Pick up 20 cm micro blood pipette 1 1
8. Draw up by suction to 20 cm mark blood 1 1
9. Put aside blood sample 1 1
10. Wipe off excess blood from outside of pipette
with gauze and discard the gauze 1 1
11. Remove the Wintrobe tube with N/10 HC1 from
housing 1 1
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Subject
Expell blood from pipette into N/10 HC1 in
housing, withdraw empty pipette from housing
and lay aside
Place Wintrobe back into housing
Pick up stirring rod and mix solution in the
Wintrobe tube
Set timer for 15 minutes
Check when time is elapsed to see whether
sample in Wintrobe tube matches standards
on housing
Add drops of Dist. H2O to mixture, if needed,
until sample matches standards
When sample matches standards, remove tube
from housing and read mg. hemoglobin
from tube directly
Quantitative Test - Photometer
1 . Pick up sample of blood (in vial)
2. Pick up diluting pipette, 5, 025cm
3. Draw blood by suction up to 0 . 025cm mark
4. Lay aside blood sample and pick up piece
of gauze, wipe off outside of pipette and
discard gauze
5. Pick up diluting fluid and draw up fluid to
5.025 mark
Subject
Test
1st
24. 6. Withdraw pipette from diluting fluid, pick
up gauze and wipe off end, then discard
gauze
!
25. 7. Remove rubber tubing from pipette i
8 . Mix contents in pipette and let stand 5 min
. 1
27. 9. Pick up pipette, allow first few drops of
solution to drip out of and onto gauze 1
28 . 10 . Expel solution from pipette into an empty
cell, lay aside empty pipette 1
29. 11. Remove water blank cell from photometer,
(must be on and calibrated before test
begins) 1
30. 12. Insert sample cell into recess of photometer
and take reading from dial 1
31. 13. Use table to determine mg . hemoglobin.
Make record of finding 1
2nd
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Score : The sum of the steps missed or done incorrectly subtracted
from the total number of steps completed in the prescribed
time
.
Immediate Post-test Delayed Post-test
Steps completed Steps completed
Steps missed or
done incorrectly
Steps missed or
done incorrectly
APPENDIX C
CHECK LIST
TREATMENT B
Subject
Score '
"1st 2nd.
Performance Evaluation Standard and Terminal
Behaviors for the test for Urinalysis: Test for Proteins.
"Sound without Subtitles" TEST
1st 2nd
Screening Test (Dip-stick)
1 . Remove one test strip from supply bottle 1 1
2. Dip end into urine sample 1 1
3. Remove from urine and allow excess urine to
drop off 1 1
4. Wait 30 seconds for reaction to run to completion 1 1
5. Compare to standards (green) 1 1
6. Record Findings (+,++, +++,++++) 1 1
Heat and Acid Test
7. Light bunsen burner before beginning test 1 1
8. Pick up urine sample already in test tube 1 1
9. Pick up test tube holder and put test tube into it 1 1
10. Heat over flame (keep it moving) 1 1
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11.
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
Subject
Test
1st
Remove from flame when precipitate appears l
Add 3-5 drops 6% acedic acid to heated urine 1
Wait for dissipation of precipitate i
Compare to standards
1
Record findings
1
Quantitative Test
Pick up 1 ml
.
pipette 1
Transfer 1 ml. urine to one empty cell 1
Transfer 1 ml . urine to second empty cell 1
Discard used pipette 1
Pick up one clean 5 ml. or 10 ml. pipette 1
Draw up 5 ml. Exton's reagent and transfer to
one of the cells with urine 1
Discard used pipette and pick up a second
clean 5 ml. or 10 ml. pipette 1
Draw up 5 ml. dist. H 2O and transfer to other
cell with urine 1
Lay aside used pipette and wait 15 min. for
complete reaction 1
Remove water blank from housing in photometer
.
(Photometer must be calibrated and on before
test begins)
2nd
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Subject
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
Pick up cell with Exton's reagent
Mix
Put into housing of photometer and take reading
Remove Cell #1
,
put it away and pick up
second cell
Mix
Put second cell into housing and take reading
Determine value of cell 1 and cell 2 from the
table
Determine Albumin Concentration "Water blank
cell minus Exton's reagent" Cell one value
minus cell two value
1st
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Test
2nd
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Score : The sum of the steps missed or done incorrectly subtracted
from the total number of steps completed in the prescribed
time.
Immediate Post-test
Steps completed
Delayed Post-test
Steps completed
Steps missed or
done incorrectly
Steps missed or
done incorrectly
Score Score
APPENDIX D
CHECK LIST
PRE-TREATMENT
Subject
Score
lit 2nd.
Performance Evaluation Standard and Terminal
Behaviors for the Test for Reducing Substances
"Combined Audio-Visual"
"Slide-Tape" TEST
1st 2nd
Screening Test (Dip-Stick)
1. Unscrew cap from stock bottle 1 1
2. Remove one test strip from bottle 1 1
3. Dip end into urine sample 1 1
4. Remove from sample and allow excess urine to
drip off 1 1
5. Wait 10 seconds for reaction to run to completion 1 1
6. Compare to standards (purple) 1 1
7. Record Findings (Slight, Moderate, Heavy) 1 1
Benedicts Test
8. Light bunsen burner 1 1
9. Pick up test tube with 0.5 ml. urine 1 1
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10. Pick up test tube holder and transfer test tube
to it
1 1
11. Pick up 5 ml. pipette
1 1
12. Draw up 5 ml Benedicts sol. into pipette and
expell it into the urine 1 1
13. Lay aside the used pipette 1 1
14. Be sure to mix Benedicts sol. and urine 1 1
15. Heat test tube with sol.
,
add sample 3-5 minutes.
Do not allow to boil
,
keep moving 1 1
16. Wait until reaction goes to completion 1 1
17. Allow to cool 1 1
18. Compare with standards 1 1
19. Record findings (+,++, +++, ++++) 1 1
Langs test for Acetones
20. Obtain test tube with 3 ml . of filtered urine 1 1
21. Add 5 drops of glacial acedic acid to urine 1 1
22. Be sure to replace cap on bottle 1 1
23. Add 5 drops of Nitropurrside Sol. to urine 1 1
24. Be sure to replace cap 1 1
25. Overlay treated sample with NH^OH 1 1
26. Be sure to replace cap 1 1
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Subject
Test
1st 2nd
27. Wait for reaction to go to completion (5 minutes) l i
28. Record findings, Negative, Slight, Moderate
Heavy '
1
Score: The sum of the steps missed or done incorrectly subtracted
from the total number of steps completed in the prescribed
time
.
Immediate Post-test
Steps completed
Steps missed or
done incorrectly
Delayed Post-test
Steps completed
Steps missed or
done incorrectly
Score Score
APPENDIX E
Curriculum Outline for Test for Hemoglobin
Treatment A
Qualitative Test - Sahli-Hellige Method
1. Pick up Wintrobe tube (square shaped)
.
2. Pick up transfer pipette (medicine dropper)
.
3. Draw up and transfer N/10 HCL to Wintrobe tube to the 10 mark.
4. Replace transfer pipette to stock bottle.
5. Replace Wintrobe tube back into housing.
6. Pick up blood sample (in vial)
.
7 . Pick up 20cm micro blood pipette
.
8. Draw blood up by suction to the 20cm mark.
9. Put aside blood sample.
10. Wipe off excess blood from outside of pipette with gauze and discard
the gauze.
11. Remove the Wintrobe tube with N/10 HCL from housing.
12. Expell blood from pipette into N/10 HCL in tube, withdraw empty
pipette from tube and lay aside.
13. Place Wintrobe tube back into housing.
14. Pick up stirring rod and mix solution in the Wintrobe tube.
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15. Set timer for 15 min.
16. Check when time is elapsed to see whether sample in Wintrobe
tube matches standards on housing.
17. Add drops of Dist. H.,0 to solution, if needed, until sample matches
standards.
18. When sample matches standards, remove tube from housing and
read mg. hemoglobin.
Quantitative Test Using Photometer
19. 1. Pick up sample of blood (in vial)
.
20. 2. Pick up diluting pipette, 5.025cm
.
21. 3. Draw blood by suction up to 0.025cm
.
22. 4. Lay aside blood sample and pick up a piece of gauze, wipe
out side of pipette and discard gauze.
23. 5. Pick up diluting fluid and draw up fluid to 5.025 mark.
24. 6. Withdraw pipette from diluting fluid, pick up gauze and wipe
off end then discard gauze.
25. 7. Mix contents in pipette.
26. 8. Let stand for 5 min .
27. 9. Pick up pipette, allow first few drops of solution to drip out
end onto gauze.
28. 10. Expell solution from pipette into an empty cell, lay aside
empty pipette
.
29. 11. Remove water blank from photometer . (Must be on and
calibrated before test begins.)
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30. 12. Insert sample cell into recess nfof photometer and take reading
from dial
.
31. 13. Use table to determine mg
. hemoglobin and report findings
.
appendix f
Curriculum Outline for Urinalysis:
Test for Proteins
Treatment B
A. Screening Test (Dip-stick)
1
. Remove one test strip from supply bottle.
2. Dip end into urine
.
3. Remove from urine and allow excess urine to drip off.
4. Wait 30 seconds for reaction to run to completion.
5. Compare to standards
.
(Green).
6. Record findings
.
(+, ++, +++, ++++).
B
. Heat and Acid Test
7. 1 . Light Bunsen burner before beginning test.
8. 2. Pick up urine sample already in the test tube.
9. 3. Pick up test tube holder and hold test tube with it.
10. 4. Heat over flame (keep it moving) .
11. 5. Remove from flame when precipitate appears.
12. 6. Add 3-5 drops of 6% Acid to heated urine.
13. 7. Wait for dissipation of precipitate.
14. 8. Compare to standards.
15. 9. Record findings (+, ++, +++, ++++).
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C
.
Quantitative Test
16
. 1
. Pick up lml pipette
.
17. 2. Transfer lml urine to one empty cell.
18. 3. Transfer lml urine to second empty cell.
19. 4. Discard used pipette
.
20. 5. Pick up a clean 5ml or 10ml pipette.
21
. 6. Draw up 5ml Exton's reagent and transfer to one of the cells
with urine
.
22. 7. Discard used pipette and pick up a second clean 5ml or 10ml
pipette
.
23. 8. Draw up 5ml dist. H
2
0 and transfer to other cell with urine.
24. 9. Lay aside used pipette and wait 15 min. for complete reaction.
25. 10. Remove water blank from housing in photometer (photometer
must be on before testing begins.)
26 . 11 . Pick up cell with Exton's reagent.
27. 12. Mix by shaking.
28. 13. Put into housing of photometer and take reading.
29. 14. Remove cell #1, put it away and pick up second cell.
30. 15. Mix by shaking
.
31. 16 . Put second cell into housing and take reading.
32. 17. Determine value of cell 1 and cell 2 from the table.
33. 18. Determine Albumin Concentration. "Water blank cell minus
Exton's reagent" Cell one value minus cell two value.
appendix g
Curriculum Outline for Urinalysis:
Reducing Substances
Pre-Treatment
Operational Definition
A. Screening Test (Dip-stick)
1
. Unscrew cap from stock bottle
.
2. Remove one test strip from the bottle.
3. Dip end into urine sample.
4. Remove from sample and allow excess urine to drip off.
5. Wait 10 seconds for reaction to run to completion.
6. Compare to standards.
7. Record findings
. (Slight, Moderate, Heavy)
.
B
. Benedicts Test
8. 1. Light Bunsen burner.
9. 2. Pick up test tube with 0.5ml urine.
10. 3. Pick up test tube holder and transfer test tube to it.
11. 4. Pick up 5ml pipette
.
12. 5. Draw up 5ml Benedicts sol. into pipette and expell it into
the urine.
13. 6. Lay aside the used pipette.
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14. 7.
15. 8.
16. 9.
17. 10
18. 11
19. 12,
Lang's
20 . 1
.
21 . 2 .
22. 3.
23. 4.
24. 5.
25. 6.
27. 8.
28. 9.
Be sure to mix Benedicts sol. and urine.
Heat sample 3 5^ min . or until precipitate appears. Do not
allow to boil, keep it moving.
Wait until reaction goes to completion
.
• Allow to cool
.
. Compare to standards.
. Record findings
.
(+, ++, +++, ++++)
Test for Acetones
Obtain test tube with 3ml of filtered urine.
Add 5 drops of glacial acedic acid to urine.
Be sure to replace cap on bottle.
Add 5 drops of Nitropurrside Sol. to urine.
Be sure to replace cap.
Overlay treated sample with NH„OH.
Wait for reaction to go to completion (5 min.)
.
Record findings. (Negative, Slight, Moderate, Heavy).
APPENDIX H
Script for Treatment A
A.
Tests for Hemoglobin
Visual-Action
Qualitative Test - Sahli-Hellige
1. General view of "set up"
Sahli-Hellige housing
Wintrobe tube
Sitrring rod
Pipette, 20 cm
Subtitle
N/10 HC1 in bottle
Oxilated blood in vial
Gauze
2. Pick up Wintrobe tube
3. Add N/10 HC1 to 10 mark
4. Replace tube into housing
5. Split-Screen
Lt. Venous puncture
Rt. Finger prick
6. Pick up blood sample
7
. Pick up 20cm pipette
8. Draw blood up by suction
to the 20cm mark
9. Put aside blood sample
10. Pick up gauze, wipe off
blood from pipette and
discard the soiled gauze
11. Remove Wintrobe tube from
housing
"Add N/10 HC1 to 10 Mark"
"Use Venous or Peripheral
Blood"
"Draw Blood to 20cm Mark"
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12. Expell blood from pipette
into N/10 HC1 in tube,
withdraw empty pipette and
discard
13. Replace Wintrobe tube back
into housing
14. Pick up stirring rod and mix
solution in tube
15. Set timer for 15 min.
"Wait 15 Minutes"
16. Check when time is elapsed to
see whether sample matches
standards on housing
17. Add drops of distilled water "Add Several Drops of Dist.
to solution, if needed, until H
?0. ."
sample matches standards
. .until sample matches
Standards"
18. Mix with stirring rod
19. When sample matches standards,
remove tube from housing and "14.5 mg."
mg
. hemoglobin directly from
tube
.
B
.
Quantitative Test - Photrometer
1. General view of "set up
Photrometer Pipette-5
. 025cc
Blood sample Absorption cell
dilutent Gauze
2. Pick up sample of blood
3. Pick up pipette
4. Draw blood up to 0.025 mark "Draw Blood to 0. 025cc"
5. Lay aside blood sample, pick
up piece of gauze, wipe off
pipette, discard soiled gauze
6. Obtain dilutent and draw up
dilutent to 5.025 mark
7. Withdraw pipette from
dilutent, wipe off pipette
with gauze
8. Mix contents in pipette
9. Let stand for 5 min.
10. Pick up pipette, allow first
few drops of dilutent to drip
out onto gauze
"Draw Dilutent Fluid to
5
. 025cc"
"Mix and Let Stand for
5 Minutes"
11. Expell contents of pipette into
absorption cell, lay aside
empty pipette
12. Remove water blank cell from
photrometer
13. Insert sample cell into recess
of photrometer, take reading
from dial
14. Use the table to determine
mg
. hemoglobin and report
findings
"Use Table to Determine mg.
Hemoglobin"
APPENDIX I
Script for Treatment B
Urinalysis. Tests for Proteins
Visual-Action
Screening Test (Dip-Stick)
1
. General view of "set up"
Urine Sample
Supply bottle (Dip-Stick)
2
. Remove one test strip from
supply bottle
3. Dip end into urine sample
4. remove from urine and shake
off excess
Narration
"Obtain one test strip from
supply bottle"
"Immerse exposed end into
urine sample"
5. Wait 30 seconds for reaction "After 30 seconds. .
»
to run to completion
6. Compare to standards (Green)
7
. Record findings
( + 1 ++ » +++ , ++++)
B
. Heat and Acid Test
. . . compare to standards"
"Report findings as plus 1
thru plus 4"
1. Light bunsen burner before
beginning test
2. Pick up urine sample in test
tube
3. Pick up test tube holder and
transfer test tube to it
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4. Heat urine sample over flame
(keep it moving)
"Heat Urine Sample over the
flame.
. . keep it moving"
5. Remove from flame when a
precipitate appears
"Remove when a precipitate
appears"
6. Add 3-5 drops 6% Acedic Acid
to the sample
"Add 3 to 5 drops 6% Acedic
Acid to the Sample"
7 . Wait 30 seconds for dissipa-
tion of precipitate
"Wait 30 seconds and watch for
dissipation of the precipitate"
8. Compare to standards
"Compare to standards ..."
9. Report findings
(+
,
++ , +++ f ++++)
"
. . .and report findings as
plus 1 thru plus 4"
Quantitative Test - Extons.
1
. General view of "set up" with
title of test
Photrometer Urine sample
Absorption cells 2 Exton's solution
Pipettes (1ml & 5ml) Distilled water
2. Pick up a 1ml pipette "Pick up a 1ml pipette. ."
3. Transfer 1ml of urine to
first absorption cell
".
. and transfer 1ml of urine
to first absorption cell"
4. Using same pipette, transfer
1ml of urine to the second
cell
"Using the same pipette, trans-
fer 1ml of urine to the other
cell"
5. Lay aside the used 1ml pipette.
6. Pick up a clean 5ml pipette "Pick up a clean 5ml pipette. .
"
7. Transfer 5ml of Exton's solu-
tion to the first absorption
cell
".
.and transfer 5ml Exton's
solution to the first absorption
cell"
8. Discard the used 5ml pipette,
and pick up a second clean
5ml pipette
"Using a second, clean 5ml
pipette.
. .
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9. Draw up 5ml of dist. water
and transfer it to the second
cell.
10. Lay aside second 5ml. pipette
and wait 15 minutes.
11. Remove water blank from
photrometer
12. Pick up first cell with
Exton's solution
13. Mix by lateral shaking
14. Put it into the recess of the
photrometer and take the
reading
15. Remove cell #1, pu t it away
and pick up cell #2
16. Mix by lateral shaking
17. Put cell #2 into recess of the
photrometer and take reading
18. Determine the respective
values of cell #1 and #2 from
the table
19. Determine the true Albumin
concentration
• •
-transfer 5ml distilled
water to the second cell"
Lay aside the 2nd pipette and
wait 15 minutes for reaction"
"Remove water blank from the
photrometer.
.
."
Pick up the first cell with
Exton's solution"
"Mix it well ...»
"•
. .and transfer it to the
photrometer and take the
reading
"Repeat the procedure with
cell number 2"
"Determine the respective values
of cell one and cell two from the
table"
"The true Albumin concentration
is the Water Cell minus the
Exton's cell."
appendix j
Script for Pre-treatment
The Operational Definition
Urinalysis: Reducing Substances
Visual-Action
Screening Test (Dip-Stick)
1
. General view of "set up"
Urine sample
Supply bottle (dip-sticks)
2
. Unscrew cap of supply
bottle
3. Remove one test strip
4
. Dip exposed end into the
urine sample
5. Remove strip and allow
excess urine to drip off
6. Wait 10 seconds
7
. Compare to the standards on
the supply bottle (purple)
8. Report findings (light,
moderate, heavy)
Benedicts Test - Qualitative
1
. General view of "set up" and
title
.
Bunsen burner
Standards
Urine samples
Subtitle and/or Narratinn
Nar
. "Unscrew the cap of the
supply bottle:
Nar
. "Remove one test strip"
Nar
. "Dip the exposed end into
the urine sample. ."
"•
•
-remove it immediately and
tap the excess urine off"
Nar. "Wait for 10 seconds.
.
.»
"
. .before comparing the
strip to the standards on the
bottle"
Nar. "Report your findings as
light, moderate, or heavy
depending upon the degree of
purple color change"
Reagent
Pipettes
Test tube holder
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2. Light bunsen burner before
beginning test
3
. Obtain 0
. 5ml urine sample
.
4 • Pick up test tube holder and
transfer sample to it.
5
. Pick up the 5ml pipette
6. Draw up 5ml of Benedicts
Solution and expell it into
the urine sample
7
. Lay aside the used pipette
find mix the sample well
8. Heat the sample 3-5 min. or
until a precipitate appears.
Do not allow it to boil
9
. Wait for the reaction to go to
completion
10. Allow to cool
11. Compare it to the standards
12. Report findings
.
(+,++,+++,++++)
Nar-
"Obtain the 0.5ml urine
sample and transfer it to the
test tube holder"
Nar
. "Pick up the 5ml. pipette. .»
"
• . .and draw up 5ml. of
Benedicts Solution and expell
it into the urine sample"
Sub. "Add 5ml Benedicts Solu-
tion to 0.5ml Urine"
Nar
. "Mix the sample well"
Nar
. 'Heat the sample for about
3 to 5 minutes or until a pre-
cipitate appears"
Sub. "Heat 3-5 Minutes"
Nar. "Move the test tube about to
minimize boiling"
Nar
. "Let the precipitate
completely form
.
"•
• -and set it aside to cool
. .
."
".
. -then compare it to the
standards"
Sab
. "Cool And Compare to
Standards"
Nar. "Report findings as nega-
tive, plus 1 thru plus 4 depending
upon the degree of color change
of the precipitate"
Langs Test for Acetones
2 .
Reagents
Urine sample
Single test tub
holder
Obtain 3ml of urine and set
it up in the single test tube
stand
3
. Add 5 drops of Glacial Acedic
Acid to the sample
4
. Replace droppers to their
respective bottles
5. Add 5 drops of Nitropurrside
solution to the sample
6. Overlay with 5 drops of
nh
4
oh
War
• "Place the 3ml urine
sample into the single test tube
holder 1
Nar
• "Add 5 drops of Glacial
Acedic Acid.
.
.
»
Sub
. "Add Glacial Acedic Acid ..."
Nar . " . . .to the urine"
. to the filtered urine"
Uar- "Replace droppers to their
respective bottles"
Sub
. "Add Nitropurrside Sol
. . .
»
Nar
. "Add 5 drops of nitropurrside
solution to the sample"
Sub.".
.And overlay with
NH
4
OH"
7
. Wait 5 min
. for reaction to
run to completion
8. Record findings (Negative,
Slight, Moderate, Heavy)
Nar. "Overlay with ammonium
hydroxide"
Sub . "Wait for reaction"
Nar
. "Wait 5 minutes for the
reaction to run to completion"
Nar. "Report your findings as
negative, when there is no
ring, slight, when there is a
slight ring as you see here,
thru moderate to heavy, as you
see here.
"
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SUBJECT DATA SHEET
IDENTIFICATION
Name:
nasi
Age: Sex:
First
M F
I.
Race. White Non-white
Program:
Yr. Month
Education:
r-xesent uiass
Major
Color Blind: Yesi No
—
Glasses: Yes No Hearing Defect: Yes No
COGNITIVE FACTORS TESTS:
Cf-1 Ms-2 Ss-1
Le-1 P -3 V -3
Ms-1 S -2 Vz-2
TREATMENTS
Sequence Immediate Delayed
Post-test Post-test
P-T
A
B
ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
1 . 3. 5 7.
2. 4. 6 8.
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ATTITUDINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSE PROFILE
Strongly _
a » Strongly
^g-ree Uncertain Disagree Disagree
Unlike cinema and television, it is not desirable to have sound in a
single concept film such as you have just viewed.
No 0 1
% 0 2.2
2
4.4
21 22
45.5 47.9
Silent single-concept films with subtitles teach better than sound
single-concept films without subtitles.
3 12 6 22 3
6- 5 26.1 13.0 47.9 6.5
Sound single-concept films without subtitles teach better than
silent single-concept films with subtitles.
No. 8 20 8 9
% 17.4 43.5 17.4 19.5
4. Combined presentation (sound with subtitles) as viewed with the
slide-tape presentation, teach better than either of the single modes
alone.
No. 14 25 4 3 o
® 30.4 54.4 8.7 6.5 0.0
5. The narration on a combined presentation reinforces points that
subtitles alone in the silent presentation do not make clear.
No. 15 27 3 1 0
% 32.6 58.7 6.5 2.2 0.0
151
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No.
Strongly
Agree Agree Uncertain
The narration on a combined
Disagree
presentation is distracting.
Strongly
Disagree
It is desirable to have a "frp^o fv. =rv^„
film projector
.
meC anism *n a single-concept
18
39.1
27
58.7
1
2.2
0
0.0
0
0.0
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